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BAN AGAINST
DISCRIMINATION
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Billy Lange and his orchestra
will play for the formal dance in
Great Hall tonight from 11 p.m.
to 3 a.m. Fraternities will hold
parties from 8 o'clock until midnight.
Marty Conn and his Conn Men
will perform for tomorrow evening's activities, playing in Peirce
from 10 to 2. Fraternity lounges
will be open before the dance, and
there will be informal fraternity
parties during the afternoon.
Guests are expected to be dazzled by the opening of the new
Peirce Hall addition.
The new
delay in dining hall features Tudor decor,
president
"We have
to this

O

-

Apologizing for the
meeting with Burr, IFC
Joel Kellman remarked
been looking forward
meeting."
Kellman admitted
Burr's charges "aroused attention." "We aren't taking it light
ly," he claimed, adding, "We are
studying the system. We realize
there might be shortcomings."

CLAIMING KENYON was "too
big a place for discrimination,"
Burr asserted that "national concern makes it imperative for us
to take the lead
in not practicing discrimination,
either in
college admissions or in fraternities."

e

Cents

FALL DANCE BEGINS
TONIGHT IN PEIRCE

"Due to national or external
pressures, no Kenyon fraternity
shall discriminate on the basis
of race, nationality or religion."
This statement came out of an
hour's meeting on November 11
of the IFC with Michael Burr '66.
Burr, who charged fraternity discrimination in a recent issue of
the Collegian, was pleased with
the statement, which the presidents will probably ratify on November 25.

1

4

Twenty-fiv-

with comfortable armchairs instead of benches. Custom lighting fixtures illuminate the new
eating area. There are recreational facilities on the lower level,
which can be converted to a
banquet room. The addition is
connected to the main building
by means of a large foyer which
serves as a television lounge. A
picturesque formal garden occupies the court between the annex
and the Great Hall.
"The weekend promises to be
one of the best yet," exclaimed
Social Committee member Dave
Banks.

Student Council and Planning
Committee Discuss Problems
Lodge Hours Extension;
Reapportionment; Film
Society Seeks Funds

Way Wants Honors Dorm;
Mankowitz Wants Dorm
For Independents

The Student Council unanimThe Planning Committee of the
ously accepted an IFC subcom- Student Council, chaired by Wil
'
mittee report asking the Senate liam Hylton '65, convened Novemti..
to extend women's hours in the ber 11 to consider the quetsion of
fraternity lodges. In order to the new upperclass dorm and to
secure the same hours in the hear two interested students, Jeff
Interior view of new Peirce Dining Hall.
lodges as now exist in the lounges, Way, '64 and Carl Mankowitz '66
the fraternities would have to in- present contending views on the
phones and sanitary facili- issue. This meeting was the first
stall
Although he had documented
of a series in which the committee
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Burr ties, the report suggested.
of
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chairman
Tom
will invite interested parties to
the
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to sue the College for the frater- new Peirce Hall Committee re speak on the problem.
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not
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that's
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I would
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most
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Architect Reviews New Buildings;
Suggests New Approach for College

A. I. F. C. Discusses New Dorm
With Students Kluge, Burr, Moore
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Concerning the Neiv Dormitory

Departmental Editors

off-camp-

off-camp-

us

us,

so-oft- en

raucous social life.
While the moving of eighty independents from the existing
dormitories would allieviate the crowding just as effectively
as the moving of eighty seniors, the intellectual discomfort
felt by the seniors would remain unchanged. Additionally,
removing from the crowded divisions a large complement of
seniors would enable the fraternities to expand: presently
they are hampered by a lack of room.
A second, although no less important consideration leading to our support of the senior dormitory is the enhanced
prestige the College would have with a senior dormitory in
comparison with an independent dormitory. Prospective students could not help but be impressed with a handsome senior
dormitory
it provides
recognition for the
status achieved by a student at Kenyon after three years, and
becomes the concrete manifestation of entering the senior
year
it represents, in short, a tangible goal so important
to high school students and college freshrnen.
Kenyon College must, and will, continue to grow. There
will be other new dormitories, and there will be debates
centered about each of them. We strongly urge that the
stated aim of Kenyon College, that of providing the best
possible liberal arts education, remain uppermost in these
debates, and we submit that this aim can be most effectively
furthered by the construction, at this time, of a senior
well-deserv-

ed

dormitory.

Perhaps They Do Care
The Kenyon Collegian commends the Interfraternity Committee's forthright and honest effort at clarifying their official position on the controversial discriminatory charges
brought by Michael Burr. Their action in preparing for
ratification a statement declaring that the fraternities at Kenyon would not permit external pressure to hinder the free
selection of pledges is indicative both of a modern, progressive fraternity system here at Kenyon and of the value of
the Interfraternity Committee itself. We sincerely hope that
the Committee will continue to address itself to the problems
confronting the fraternity system, and will continue to prove
itself an effective organ of the Student Council.
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News

The only way that democracy can be made bearable is by dcvi'lopine; and cherishing a class of men sufficiently
honest and disinterested to challange the prevailing quacks. No such class has ever appeared in strength in the
United States. Thus, the business of harassing the quacks devolves upon the newspapers. When they fail in
their duty, which is usually, we are at the quacks' mercy.
H. L. Mencken, in Minority Report

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
NOTES FROM

tend to feel that their offspring
are being discriminated against by
the Admissions Committee. The
To the Editor:
by
Your recent issue of the Col- term "Men's College" seems to be
legian, dated October 11, has fal- discriminatory. . . . Faculty and
Virgil Aldrich
len into my hands and was read Alumni might on occasion feel
with great interest and nostalgia. the "Men's" part might be less
if it were changed to
The difference between "help- Interest from the standpoint that biased
it blasted and lampooned almost "Boys.' "
ing" and "teaching": we help
show how, assist
one to do everything from the Reveille to
As one moves down the
the migrating habits of the fac- of life he soon finds out path
something he would naturally be ulty. Nostalgia
that
because it sounded
able to do anyway in the end, so familiar. . . . Back in those friendship is a very dear and
without the help. Thus we help ancient times, the problems were elusive commodity. He who walks
the entire path making as many
a child to learn to walk. "Teach
just about the same, just the char- as
a dozen real friends is certaining" is a bit inept here. We teach acters and
were different.
ly a rich man . . . friendships are
him the art of ballet dancing,
A study of the Collegian "Mor- most often homogeneous in nasomething he wouldn't learn by
simply letting nature take its gue," if it has not long ago dis- ture. It is from this simple
course. We teach him to read integrated in a burst of flame from premise that most social arrangethe hot issues there entombed, ments are developed. . . . The
choreography.
will show that history tends to homogeneous nature of a fraterThe native language or mother repeat itself. Burt Hurwitz should nity is a natural phenomenon betongue is an intermediate case. know that the 1947 Reveille was cause a fraternity is a social orIn some respect talking it is like literally abandoned by its editor ganization based on friendship. It
walking; the child simply will and delivered in 1948 "by caeser-ia- n may develop into a great deal
talk in the end, and may be helpsections." The Lords football more than a strictly social situaed.
He is being "shown how" team was beaten by Otterbein tion, should the leadership and
to talk all the time, simply by on their own field 56-The fac- membership of the group direct
living with his elders and other ulty didn't move around much, its activities in some worthy
children. But he is also "taught" there was no place to go. The direction.
In 1946 the Archon
to use the language, because he "Missing Persons Report"
of that Society was founded at Kenyon
would not learn to talk all by day was not quite as newsworthy. with the common bond being
himself on a desert island, as he The Freshman Class of 1947 was scholastic excellence, certainly a
would eventually learn to walk around 248 bodies. The same class worthy bond. . . . Their Consti
there all by himself. Such re- as sophomores numbered in the tution states "and DISCRIMINmarks apply to all social activities area of 175 and that is a generous ATION
emphasis supplied by
to which one is introduced both figure.
Frosh Hazing was "For- author as to membership qualiby helping and by teaching. The ever Abandoned," the Frosh being fications will be based on the
network of such activities
are more numerous and much larger character and scholastic standing
central to a "culture," which is physically than the upperclass- - only." Here is a group with a
intelligible only to those who men. Definitely not last, and cer- - pledge to discriminate . . . highly
have participated in it and been tainly, as today, foremost was the acceptable to even those who
taught various things a helping
present Fraternity discussion, not hope to qualify.
and a teaching.
At that time the negative pen was
To return to nostalgia, the
Swimming is yet another case, guided by one Sanford Lindsey. Archon Society was much in the
but not qualitatively different . . . I lis probing discussions were news in the
and was
from walking . More human be- well rounded, heated and com mentioned in the present issue as
ings learn to walk than to swim plete with the exception that they was Delta Tau Delta. The now
because walking is necessary to never mentioned legal interven- Reverend Sanford Lindsey, the
survival in more situations than tion. He chose not to be a "Fra- - pen of note
in the fraternity issue
is swimming . Yet, if one must temity Man."
of earlier days, was the surgeon
swim, say, to eat or to get food,
Society today places a very that delivered the 1947 Reveille.
as he would have to in aquatic great emphasis on earning ones'
As far as fraternities were
circumstances, he will learn to way into positions of academic,
concerned he changed his mind
swim and may be "helped" to do economic or social prominence.
and chose to be tested again. He
shown how
it
as he learns . . . Certain people are readily joined
that group which found
to walk.
accepted into a given position. a common bond primarily on the
The point of special giftedness . . . others must be tested, and athletic fields of Kenyon. Who
comes up here also. If one has many of these fail. Does not would have guessed that it was
a gift for poetry, there will be a "Equality for All" really mean the Delta Tau Delta that welcomed
sense in which he cannot be right to be tested, rather than the this man of stature with open
"taught" to compose poems. Just right to succeed? . . . "Equality arms, and who would have imaggive him the language
this will also gives one the right not to ined this to be his choice?
be partly taught him as we've undergo testing on any level. This
Mr. Burr, you may well choose
seen above
and he will go on system in which we live applies
to be tested again.
Have you
to
maligned
even
the
fraternity.
to the poetic composition on his
own. To this he may therefore be A spot is usually open to the in earned it?
John A. Bartlett, '50
"helped"
or assisted, without dividual who through some area
much teaching. In this respect, of activity has gained the right
he takes to poetizing as he took to to be tested, and chooses to do so. Assemblies Questioned
Under these circumstances the
walking.
"Ball" bounces rather nicely. It By Concerned Ereshman
Such distinctions throw light might be said that the candidate
on the ancient question of wheth- for Parachute Jumper's Wings To the Editor:
I have just read with consider virtue can be taught. Consider loses his right to be tested if he
envy the Campus Senate
erable
Aristotle on moral virtue.
In fails to pull the rip cord.
the light of these remarks, learnDiscrimination . . . depends on edict that seniors of the College
ing to be virtuous is like learning ones' vantage point
a rather would be exempt from mandatory
the native language.
growing group of Kenyon Alumni attendance at college assemblies.
That indeed sounds rather inviting
so, what about me? It is
A
not that I don't enjoy a good
Elsewhere in this issue we carry a statement given to us lecture. In fact, if it were a good
up
by Robert Stetson, endorsing cafeteria service. While we lecture I would gladly getusual
twenty minutes earlier than
must withhold editorial comment until we have a chance to just to be assured a good seat.
assess it, we would urge students to give the system a chance. But, before I would consider such
want some
Complaining and being generally
won't help rash action, I would dissertation
assurance that the
anything, and perhaps our
will help remedy would be worth it.
what is
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In the eight weeks we have been in Gambier this term,
there has been a great deal of discussion and debate about
the disposition of the proposed new upperclass dormitory.
The single most obvious error in the arguments of almost
presented an opinion is the lack of
everyone who has
a whole, and the relegation of the
as
College
for
the
concern
general good of the college community to a secondary position.
The parochial positions assumed by the various interested
factions have hindered the effectiveness of the dialogue
the fraternity groups have tended to place their own needs
in the primary position in taking their stand, the independents
generally are concerned with only their own personal comfort, and the one universal similarity in everyone's concept
of what the dormitory should be is the lack of foresight and
understanding of the direction of Kenyon College.
We have been most concerned that the future of the
College is being mortgaged for the benefit of immediate,
temporary needs. There is most definitely need of better
housing for independents, but there is also need for more
indeed, the only adequately
facilities for the fraternities
housed group is the freshman class.
We have carefully considered the arguments for an independent dormitory. There is justification for the claim
that independents have housing inequities, but we find it
hard to believe that one dormitory, housing eighty students,
will effectively relieve this inequity. The trend seems to be
towards both a greatly increased college enrollment, and
towards a higher percentage of unaffiliated students. Eighty
beds will not suffice to relieve the present congestion: there
are some sixty unaffiliated students in the class of 1967 alone.
We therefore have concluded that the most feasible disposition of the dormitory would be the construction of a
moderately luxurious senior dormitory: This building could
be designed for maxmum study efficiency and maximum
quiet; perhaps the architects would decide upon the suite
system, or perhaps they would conclude that a sophistication
of the Gund Hall architecture would be best.
Our support of the senior dormitory is based upon several
carefully considered points. First, the demand for
housing and the general complaints of noise and lack of
proper study faclities in the present dormitories make it imperative that the College provide what the Dormitory Study
Committee of the Alumni Interfraternity Council aptly termed
a "quiet dorm" for seniors preparing for their comprehensive
examinations, honors papers, and independent study projects.
They are unable to adequately prepare for these in the
dormitories at present, and are forced to move
or to work in Ascension Hall, where books and materials
unavailable. A quiet dormitory would
they need are
be a blessing to those serious senior students who are desirous
of a housing arrangement not totally centered about an often
so-f-
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A.I.F.C. Dorm

LETTERS TO

THE EDITOR
continued

(Cont. from page

---

college assemblies have
by far the driest collection
of mere words that I have ever
heard. Accordingly, they are not
worth the twenty minutes, nor
their usual hour duration.
I have attended two assemblies
of this caliber during my infant
career at Kenyon.
As far as I
am concerned I want no more of
When I was considering
them.
Kenyon, the Admissions Office
promised stimulating and interesting lectures on campus at regular
If these lectures are
intervals.
why is it that a
so stimulating,
great part of the audience
in
Rosse Hall slips into dreariness as
these lectures drag on? Can you
imagine the thoughts that a speaker must conceive when not only
the student body, but also, half of
the faculty looks as if they just
pulled an
Perhaps
the administration
has some reason for this forced attendance . . .
could it be that we are initiating
a new form of hazing?
My only question and concern
is, "When
are we going to get
some men who can speak without jibbering and reading notes?"

j

1

.

Our

'

these "were not adequate."
"I
agree that there are not enough
singles." "I would favor an independent dorm," said Moore, adding that "any new fraternities
should come from the independents, not imposed by the school."
Michael Burr, independent
sophomore, vouched for the poor
rooms assigned to independents.
He pointed to independents living in triples in Leonard, and to
his own basement room near a
fraternity lounge. Admitting that
flexibility was desirable in the
construction of the dorm, Burr
stated his desire for a senior
dorm. "Seniors have to prepare
for leaving college. They have
examinations to study for, papers
to prepare. They need quiet living quarters. It's sad in a way to
be
Burr wished that
seniors could all live with each
other. He hoped for a "luxurious,
quiet senior dorm."

V- -

been

"all-nighter-

cc.U.s

j

jj

off-campu-

"?

these attempts at bringing enlightening lectures to the campus

us have men
us without
making it a job of "sleep teaching."
Ed Forrest '67
are to continue, let
who will enlighten

To

DISTINGUISHED KENYON BENEFACTOR DECEASED:

the Editor:

As we were sitting in Rosse
Hall Saturday night waiting for
the movie to begin, a loud and

boisterous party of senior citizens
entered the theater and seated
themselves behind us.
Seeking
to make light of a very serious
play, they attempted to demonstrate their wit at the expense of
the film and the audience but succeeded only in
own boorishness

displaying their
and lack of good
breeding. Several times
other
patrons of the film glanced at
them, hoping to call to their attention the disturbance they were
causing.
Instead of accepting this
discreet reprimand, the raucous
group actually interpreted censure
as applause, and redoubled their
efforts to annoy and embarrass.
At one point, one member of their
party, a prattling woman who
seemed unable to converse in any
tone lower than a shout, took
great sport in describing the last
stages of consumption.
Her lecture was occasioned by one of
the poorer scenes in a poor film,
but bad art has never been an
excuse for bad wit.
Disturbances at Kenyon films
are not new, but disturbances led
by adults are. We hope that no
students will follow the example
so shamefully set last Saturday
and we trust that in the future
older
moviegoers will refrain
from emulating the grossest freshmen, and will conduct themselves
with the
which is
expected of adults.
Fred J. McGavran '65
self-contr- ol

Robert G. Pratt '65
Peter W. Mullett '65

Religious Services
Jewish Friday Evening Services, 6:30 P.M. Friday, Philomath-asia- n
Hall; Holy Communion, 8:00
A.M., Sunday, Church of the Holy
Spirit; Morning Prayer and Sermon, 10:30 A.M. Sunday, Church
of the Holy Spirit.
Jacques Lusseyran, Visiting
of Romance Languages at Western Reserve, will
speak Tuesday, Dec. 3 at 8:30
in Rosse Hall on "Campus: A
Privileged Witness
of our

Professor

Time."

s."

"WOULD IT BE QUIET?" asked Davis. "Yes," responded Burr,
"for people applying would be
desirous of quiet living conditions." Burr saw senior honors
students and independent seniors
as getting first crack at the rooms
in the dorm. He emphasized that
living in the dorm would be voluntary, claiming that it "would
not be effective if seniors were
forcibly segregated," but maintained he wanted to "give the opportunity for seniors to have
these conditions."

If

Students Decry
Boisterous Adults

1)

Burr thought an honors dorm
would be the next best desirable,
but Mr. Davis interrupted, claimEIGHTY-FIV- E
ing "It's the responsibility of the
educated man to shape and bend
and because of his continuing in- his environment, rather than to
terest in the Alpha Delts, Mr. isolate himself." Burr agreed
Ganter frequently returned to that "It would be tragic if you
Gambier, and it was on these segregated the smart guys."
visits that he honored what he
"The College must give him
e
had felt as his
debt to
Kenyon. He made possible fac- the senior the climate he deulty salary increases and a Gam- sires on campus." Burr claimed
bier nursery school, mammoth he could "get more out of a senadditions to the library's book col- ior dorm," through the 'intellectlections and a fire engine for the ual dialogue' that would take
town after the Old Kenyon fire, place. He concluded by stating,
revamping of Rosse Hall and "If you want a number one collandscaping of both Lewis and lege you have to have students
Norton Halls, faculty housing and doing number one work. You
anonymous scholarship aids over can't study in the dorms now."
period.
a forty-yea- r
KLUGE COUNTERED Burr's
His support was spontaneous, argument by observing that the
being triggered by seeing the most important dialogues are ofin need of re- ten not intellectual. Kluge would
Chapel's clock-fac- e
painting, or finding out, as he did "dread" living in a senior dorm.
last spring, about the school's He claimed there was a "demonneed for a new basketball court. strated need for an independent
His constant interest was ruled dorm, and added "You can't demonstrated a need for a senior or
selflessness.
honors dorm." He pointed out
CARL RANSOM GANTER, Phi that senior fraternity men have
Beta Kappa, holder of an honor- paid their dues, and want to stay
able Doctor of Laws Degree from in their divisions. "You need their
Kenyon, winner of the Gregg Cup influence to keep the divisions
dedicated his life to quiet."
for 1942-4quietly promoting, as he had
Burr was wary of isolating 80
urged his fellows, "the honor and independents.
He pressed the
interests of the College." It is AIFC to consider the College's
with regret that we announce his "basic direction and purpose: to
in provide the best education" and
death at the age of eighty-fiv- e
New York City, Sunday, Novem- saw the senior dorm as "a way to
ber 13, 1963.
enhance this."
THE THREE CONCLUDED on
a note of concord. Kluge said he
would favor a senior dorm if it
and then he
be most impressed by the curi- were luxurious,
osity of the American student. "would expect independents to
Very little was said of America get some decent rooms." But he
itself; most of the students' ques- doubted the College would have
tions were about Brazil.
the funds to construct such a
was
his dorm, for his idea of luxury
He began by describing
agreed
column in Manchete, a magazine "pretty luxurious." Moore
presupposed
whose closest domestic counter- with Kluge. Burr
dorm conof
a
construction
the
part is Life. Sometimes utilizing
and even assuites,
all
taining
g
Joao
interpreter,
his
a double
Albuqerque, Mr. Ivo explained serted he would live in
than a
that his column is devoted prin- in the senior dorm rather
elsewhere.
single
cipally to political and economic
commentary.
In particular, he
All three reported that indehas been a leading critic of the pendents favored an independent
obsolete bureaucracy which con- dorm. Burr felt "13 to 12" of
trols Brazilian government. the seniors favored a senior dorm,
Thanks to the reform regime now while Moore and Kluge felt "only
a fraction" were in favor of it.
(Cont. on page 6, col. 5)

CARL RANSOM GANTER DEAD AT
Fellow students. Before you
leave behind you forever your
college days
the happiest
days that life can know
try
to appreciate fully, more and
more, what it means to be
Kenyon men; put forth your
best efforts to maintain the
honor and interests of the College; prove yourselves faithful
to the trust committed to your
keeping.
Carl Ransom Ganter capped
four years of undergraduate study
at Kenyon with the Valedictory
Address for his class of 1899.
Those four years had seen Mr.
Ganter as Collegian business manager, football manager, an active
member of Alpha Delta Phi, and
the winner of the Junior Prize
for excellence in mathematics and
physics. He was awarded his A.M.
from Kenyon and his LL.B. from
Columbia University in 1902, and
practiced corporate and banking
law until he and his partner re-

tired

in 1929.

In his retirement, Mr. Ganter
devoted himself to becoming an
gourmet.
internationally-know- n
Living in New York City, he recreated the wine cellar for the
University Club after Repeal, was
a resident member of "The Players" of Grammercy Park, served

as an advisor on wines to both
Colonial Williamsburg, Va., and
the Bohemian Club of San Francisco, and was a director of the
Wine and Food Society of New
York.
MR. GANTER served in many
capacities for both the Kenyon
Alumni Association and the Alpha
Delta Phi fraternity for half a
century. He was secretary-treasure- r
of the former group and national president of Alpha Delta
Phi from 1939 to 1942.
His private life was different in
that it had a single motivation
and center: Kenyon College. William Thomas, Kenyon
for Development, speaks of
him as "a very reticent, modest
individual whose interest in Kenyon was total."
Alumni Secretary Brent Tozzer
also emphasizes his shyness and
desire to contribute to Kenyon
anonymously. Kenyon was, Tozzer feels, "Carl's love. But there
is nothing such as a dormitory or
a theater here with his name affixed to it; his gifts don't appear
as Ganter Scholarship or Ganter
Place, though he is the school's
largest individual contributor, actively participating in every fund
drive and school improvements
during the last fifty years."
IN HIS POSITION as a Trustee,
and, later, as Trustee-EmerituVice-Preside- nt

s,

life-tim-
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BRAZILIAN POET VISITS KENYON
Last week, from Wednesday to

Saturday last week, Kenyon

Col-

lege was the host for Mr. Ledo
Ivo, who is visiting the United
States on a grant of the Bureau
Cultural
of
and
Educational
Affairs of the State Departsent
ment.
In the brochure
to President Lund
by the
Mr. Ivo is
State Department,
described as "one of Brazil's most
distinguished younger poets and
and a prospective candidate for
the Brazilian Academy of Letters.
a
He is also an editor for the
da Imprensa, a daily newspaper in Rio, and for Manchete,
e
a leading weekly
magazine."
Tri-bun-

news-featur-

y
Mr. Ivo is making a
trip
"to meet important writers in the
United States and to meet young
writers at colleges and universities." Besides Kenyon, he is
scheduled to meet students and
faculty members at the University of Maryland, Harvard, Reed,
Berkley, and the University of
North Carolina.
45-da-

With regard to Kenyon, Mr.
Ivo's particular desire was to
"discuss with students attitudes
of American young people to-a r d international problems,
American government, etc." If
the interview which this student
had with Mr. Ivo was any example, our Brazilian guest must
w

glove-bearin-
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THE GAMBIERER
Notes and Commentary

Each year, we anxiously await publication of the REVEILLE.
Wondering what brand of book we would grasp in May, we
cornered John Schofield '65 who, as editor of this year's edition, has
all the answers on the modus operandi and prospectus of a book that
likes to call itself, pretentously, REVEILLE 64.
"The title, with no apostrophe, is just a whim," John explained.
He went on to make clear that the title is the limit of the staff's
caprice, assuring us that there would be no duplication of last
year's abortion. In a statement of policy, Mr. Schofield emphasized,
"Our book will be apolilical. We will not use meaningless captions
which are supposed to be funny. In answer to those who question
us about the tone, I say that the book will be terribly stodgy and
terribly traditional. Not that it will be dull, but we're trying to
capture that hidden qualiy which is Kenyon College. I will 'smile
conservatively,' one may say. There will be nothing to make it stand
out except that it will be so well done."
One might think that the last statement was born of strutting
braggadocio, but edior Schofield qualified by pointing to last year's
REVEILLE, an effort that he, among others, considers a "botched
job."
"REVEILLE 64 will not scream as it its predecessor did. As
for last year's model, an illiterate would consider that a very good
job. I am purposely going to avoid expressing my opinions, not because I don't have them, but they have no place in what actually
amounts to a scrapbook of the year. I want to put together a scrap-boo- k
which will mean something to everyone. I want to do a good
job on it. As I said, we mean to emphasize tradition, but a tradition drained of the blind aristocracy that pervaded that yearbook.
My main worry is about making
We will not be spectacular.
sense a couple of years from now. You can be assured that it will
look good, read well, and be worth keeping and taking home."
Having it handy, we dangled before the editor a copy of last
year's Collegian comment on the production of its fellow, annual
Mr. Schofield dismissed briefly our effort at stirring
publication.
the coals: "I think last year's Collegian reaction did just as much
harm as Harry's yearbook."
As we did not care to introduce personalities, or
them, we hastily questioned the editor on his present activities.
"Right now we are concerning ourselves with getting the faculty,
senior, and fraternity sections complete before the Christmas vacaand the photographs of the sention. These will be
The faculty
iors et. aL will show them moderately
section is almost done. Unlike the past treatments, we will do this
by departments."
We allowed Mr. Schofield to dwell a bit on his tour de force, the
pictorial history of the College, presenting, in his words,
"a moderate chronology of interesting pieces from the archives of
the library." The publication, to be sold also in a separately printed
edition, is probably the most inventive product of the REVEILLE 64
staff brain trust, a clutch of juniors.
"The history is a big innovation," Mr. Schofield spoke excitedly.
"This is the only time we can try it, for we have the services of senior John B. Hattendorf, College Archivist. Eli Renn is doing the
graphic work. I'm assigned with just getting it done, getting the
thing together."
After rifling through some material bound for publication, among
which we admired the photographic work of Bill Dye '67 and Pete
Jessup '65, historian Schofield threw our way a sample of a postcard
which had been sent to personalities who the staff figures to be
prospective purchasers of the volume. We read:
REVEILLE is pleased to announce its planned publication of a pictorial history of Kenyon. Opening with
a full page plate of Connick's monument in stained glass
to Philander Chase, this 96 page book will consist of
short essays on interesting aspects and memorable incidents of a long College tradition. Each essay will be
based upon and illustrated by pictorial material from the
Kenyon Archives. Few of these photographs, etchings,
drawings, and documents have ever been published, and
none has ever before been available in a permanent collection. You may reserve your copy now; paper bound
at three dollars fifty cents.
It would pay well, Mr. Schofield asserts, to purchase the finished
product, as it will be "exquisitely well printed."
The magniture of this project led us to question the enterprising
Mr. Schofield on his present state of finances. He answered candidly,
revealing that, "with the blessing of the College," REVEILLE 64 is
in the red and deficient $1800, a sum that they are trying to recover
through an ambitious program of advertising.
Mr. Schofield comments: "The Collegian has effectively removed
any chance of selling adds in Mount Vernon. DDL (who could that
be?) is quite efficient. He has managed to alienate most of the
merchandisers. Not dismayed by this, we are writing national sales
people. Unfortunately, we must sell the history at so high a price to
pay for it. President Lund has authorized keeping all debts down,
but added that the College will aid us in the desperate stretch. I
hope to cover all the debt by selling adds. However, the advertising
value of a college yearbook is actually not that much."
Of the physical properties of the book itself, the editor had much
to say. It numbers 216 pages, measures 9" x 12", uses dull enamel
paper but a "better, cleaner, typeface than last year's. The cover, of
simulated morocco leather, will display an embossed impression of the
college seal, reproduced from the original engraving in glass by
John Schofield's father (see cut).
"We have a staff of 22 valuable people," Mr. Schofield proudly
noted. "The hard core of these are those five who will remain sleepless the forty-eighours before the deadline." '
Mr. Schofield singled out among the faithful few: Blair Ferguson,
Business Manager; Hank Webster, Sports; Kip Proctor, Activities;
Barry Bergh, Fratetrnities; and the Editor's Assistant, Alan Hornstein
who, Schofield commented, "is doing a marvelous job."
We couldn't resist asking how John Schofield stays in school
without enlisting as a paid employee of REVEILLE 64, INC.
"It is, of course, difficult. But it's getting so that I'm more inclined to worry about ten pages for the printers han ten pages for
the professor."
He went on to mention a number of people in the academic trade
who have been more than kind in parcelling out free time.
"However, even this is not enough." Mr. Schofield's brow knit as
re-introd-
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Gambier Community Endeavors
To Build River Road Chapel

22,

1963

AFROTC Plans
Film Series
The Kenyon AFROTC Corps of
Cadets is preparing to launch an
informative film series for the
college community. The purpose
of this program is to provide films
of a general interest to the student
body which would otherwise be
unavailable.
Included in the forthcoming
series are films on sports events
world affairs, modern air power,
the U. S. space program, and reruns of the Bob Hope Armed
Services Christmas Shows. The
premier showing will be held
a week before the Christmas
Vacation. The exact time and
place will be announced at a later
date.
a-bo-

ut

IN JANUARY the Corps will
sponsor these film programs on a
weekly basis. The one hour presentation will be scheduled so as
Drawing of the Mission of the Good Shepherd, prepared for The not to conflict with regularly
scheduled college activities, and
Kenyon Collegian by Architect Jim Morgan.
all showings will be free. A
schedule of show times and titles
Because of the generous help raising funds. Residents of the will be posted in Peirce Hall after
of many Kenyon students and the area enthusiastically responded the first of the year.
dedicated interest of Bexley sem- by donating three thousand dolSome sample titles of films now
inarians James Nelson and Ed- lars for the project. Chairman of
on
order are: A Motion Picture
Professor
committee,
funds
the
Holloway,
dying
Mission
ward
the
of the Good Shepherd has been Robert Daniel, reported that gen- History of the Korean War, SumRome,
erous gifts were received from mer Olympics of 1960
saved from extinction.
both laymen and such organiza- The Bob Hope Alaska Christmas
As part of a plan which for tions as the Women of Harcourt Show, Southeast Asia and India
a century has sent students of Parish and the St. Mary's Chapel Today, The Anatomy of Aggression, and The Challange of Ideas.
Bexley Hall into Gambier's "sub- Association.
urbs" as missionaries, this mission
As a service to campus clubs
In the hope that all labor would
has for 20 years served the people
organizations, the ROTC is
and
provided
from
by
be
volunteers
of Lower Gambier Road in both
of
a social and religious capacity. the Kenyon community, Morgan also making available films
special
groups.
to
these
interest
money
in
all
invested
of
the
Originally the congregation met
in an old house, but after the building materials. Edward Hollo-wa- y The Corps has access to a wide
and James Nelson, who have variety of the most recent films
owner sold it, services were held
in Bedell Chapel across the river. been most active in carrying concerning medicine, internationUnfortunately the mission was through with the idea, took a al relations, national and internaagain forced out of its meeting leading hand in construction; and tional sports, and other areas of
place, and for the last two or with help from John Gable and interest.
three years the work dwindled. the Kenyon Christian Fellowship
Program chairmen for campus
Now land has been donated for a and other interested students, organizations are urged to contact
permanent building by Mr. and they have now almost completed the AFOTC Office in the basement
Mrs. Dale DeLauder, and Gam- the roof
of Mather Hall for further infobier's Architect Jim Morgan, has
The Interfraternity Committee rmation and film listings.
designed an attractive new chapel attempted to alleviate the problem
and has taken the responsibility of labor by proposing that each both a social and religious focus
of supervising its construction.
fraternity provide workers on al- for the river road community.
According to Morgan, "It will be
THE PLAN to build a new and ternate days, and through its an
important means for them to
a
of
amount
considerable
efforts
peimanent Mission of the Good
work was accom- identify themselves. "They are a
Shepherd quickly met approval worthwhile
curious people . . . they are really
from the Vestry of Harcourt plished.
very nice, very honest, and quite
Parish, which committed itself to
The new chapel will provide
interested. But they are not entirely willing to undertake the
imposed forms of society."
The new wood and concrete
block building is to be of contemporary
design, to be used
primarily as a church but with
facilities for use as a community
center. The entrance to the church
on the upper floor features a
wooden cross which is the
v
"Win ynvr
main support of the stairway.
The north wall of the church will
be glass, through which parishioners will view a cross twelve feet
high set in a garden.
20-fo- ot
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It is hoped that part of the
chapel will be completed in time
to hold winter services, but the
many difficulties involved in extra
expenses and providing labor may
prevent such completion until
spring.

COLLEGE PISTOL
CLUB

PLANNED

An original engraving in glass of the College Seal which will be
Interested students will be able
used on the REVEILLE 64 cover.
to practice shooting as members
of the newly formed Pistol Club.
he confessed, "I'm going to work all through the Christmas vacation, The club's members, composed
except for a brief stay home from Christmas Eve to the day after." primarily of
students,
We commiserated and offered to leave the slaving servant to his will be taught by licensed instructasks. He thanked us, declaring:
tors Knickerbacker Curtis '6'
"Everyone approves of what we're doing. The Publications and Fritz Walker, a student at
Board. Student Council. Dean Haywood is encouraging and so is Bexley Hall. The club plans to
President Lund. What's most important our readership will be hold meets later this year with
happy."
police and other groups. Queries
We smiled, envisoning redemption for Reveille in the form of should be directed to Mr. Walker,
REVEILLE 64.
or to Felix duPont in Lewis Hallnon-ROT- C
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(Cont. from page 1)
mouth, and Middlebury (not to
has used
mention Lake Erie),
architects of great reputation and
ability and
received
national
publicity for their works, Kenyon
has been utilizing the services of

whose prior experience in
building design consists almost
entirely of small factories around
firm

Cleveland.
None of this is said to question

students for the

the
rooms will not accommodate.
The stodgy but sound quality
of Gund Hall is inoffensively set
between Lewis and Norton and
in fact, any critique which did
not note that it is superior to them
in almost every way (while costing less, I would imagine) would
be a prejudiced one indeed. Unfortunately, a building of the
same sort set beside the elegance
of Peirce Hall fares very badly.
THAT POOR THING, trying
desperately to look like its regal
neighbor by putting on the same
robes, has such a timid concept
bull-sessio-

the competence of the Rider Company as an engineering firm. They
have rendered to the College over
the past few years invaluable service in rehabilitating the shabby

plant which the present
administration inherited.
But there are vast areas of conphysical

cern in

ns

doned.

lounge, aside
freshman
the panelling, is not a particularly inviting room, and ex
cept for television watching, will
Probably not draw people from
the other buildings
on snowy
evenings. Still, for the occupants
of Gund Hall it will be useful,
since their own lounges are nothing more than wide places in the
hallway
too exposed to fellow
The
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that all the expensive materials planners
lavished on it (the cost of the cattle-ru-

insisted on building a
from the tower entrance which will make the old
stampedes into the Great Hall
look like a tea dance. The money
spent on that passage, instead of
being used to create a lot of
awkard spaces, might have been
used to build a useful entrance to
the South with adequate lounge
facilities, making, in effect, two
separate dining halls joined only
at the kitchen. The multi-purporoom with its low ceiling and hideous furnishings seems to be the
result of equally confused thinking, or at best, imprecise thinkn

lighting fixtures is already a scandal) serve only to make it a ludicrous mockery of the Great
Hall
that room which, to so
many of us over the years, has
seemed to be the very essence of
the College. The key to the absurdity of the addition lies in the
circulation pattern that has been
established.
Instead of realizing that two-thirof those using the building
approach it from the South and
will use the fire stairs, no matter
what, to enter the new room, the
ds
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If the only purpose of this
critique were to make fun of
someone else's mistakes, it would
be in very poor taste and certainly an improper use of the
printed page. It is written to
publicly bring to the attention of
the College community, after five
years of private and discreet
efforts have failed to bring any
results, the fact that Kenyon has
no excuse for continuing to build
mediocre buildings.
economy,
concerning
First,
Yale's new buildings are not, to
projects, but
be sure,
for every collegiate building that
is expensive, there is another distinguished example which costs
no more than those erected here.
It can also be shown that contributors are much more easily found
for buildings which will bring
prestige to them and to the institution than for those which are
pedestrian.
Second, the secretive and hurried process by which Gund Hall
and the Peirce addition were
planned, financed, and readied for
construction is largely responsible
for their anonymous character
since few members of the College
had any opportunity to speak to
the designers, and the designers
had little opportunity to visit and
study this community. No architect or building designer is any
better than the data at his dis
describing in detail not
posal
only the physical needs of the
client in a particular building,
but the spiritual needs as well.
There are qualities about Gam-bie- r
(or any other community)
which cannot be understood
through someone else's senses.
Much more should have been
done in the case of all of Ken
yon's recent buildings before the
designer's pencil ever touched
paper.
FINALLY, a plea for the employment here of the best architects to be found. They cost no
more than the worst. If the fee
is a bit higher, so is the possibility
for savings through imaginative
design. If Kenyon did not offer
both an exciting potential and a
site whose beauty is rarely
equalled among American colleges, the present course of action
could perhaps be tolerated. But
low-budg- et

Architect's drawing of new Gund Hall.

Alfred Whitney Griswold, President of Yale University from 1950
until his death last year, irorkcd tirelessly to assure that expansion
of the University's physical plant would be both functional and esthetic-all- y
pleasing. The Collegian wishes to call to the attention of the
Kenyon community the architectural policy formulated by President
Grisicold, reprinted from the dedicatory program of Yale's new School
of Art and Architecture.
There are, I think, two simple rules which Yale should strive to
follow in its architectural policy. Both rest on the fact that the
periodic construction of new buildings has always been and always
will be a necessity that can be neglected only at the cost of retrogression and ultimate decline. The first rule is that each new building should be truly functional, i.e., it should do what it is supposed
to do with the utmost efficiency in terms of its stated purpose. The
second rule is that each should come as close to the ideals for a
building of its kind as the architectural genius of its era is capable
of bringing it.
These two rules are easier to state than they are to follow. There
is never enough cash in the till to pay for a new building. For Yale,
and universities like Yale, the financing of essential new construction
has become progressively more difficult until it is now the most
difficult of all the University's financial problems. No matter how
urgently needed they are, buildings have been relegated to the limbo
of "bricks and mortar." Again, architecture being a matter of taste,
there are usually more judges than there are things of beauty that
are joys forever. The qustion what is ideal when applied to any
given building or answered, however tentatively in any architect's
sketch, can change the harmony of a governing board into resounding dissonance and plunge the whole university into strife.
There is no certain way that I know of to avoid these pitfalls.
is
It all very well to talk about integrity, but I know men of great
integrity who, when the need for a particular building reaches a
certain point in relation to the ideal on the one hand and the funds
(or absence of them) available on the other, have felt obliged to
make a virtue of necessity. I know, too, of men, ideas, and even art
of great integrity that have issued from buildings that lacked it; and
of buildings of great integrity that have sheltered the enterprises
of rascals and pretenders to parts. Still, I believe that my two rules
are both wise and feasible. No matter how formidable a challenge
they present to us I believe we should do our best to meet it; and
I believe, further, that our best hope in meeting it with success is to
trust the creative spirit and impulse of the greatest architects of
our generation.

COUNCIL . . .
(Cont. from page

1)

beautiful spot to bring dates,"
and lamented the fact that students now are barred access. The
proposal was refered to the
a

Peirce Hall Committee.

Independent representation on
the Student Council will be increased under a new system
at the Council's Nov. 18
meeting. The plan establishes one
new member of the Council,
bringing the total of
and independent representatives
to five. The Committee on Elections and Representation will determine the number of independent representatives to be chosen
out of the total of five. The remaining vacancies will be filled
by Representatives-at-LargThe committee will base independent representation on the
ratio of the largest division and
the number of independents. As
the largest fraternity now has
close to sixty members and the
independents currently number
above 150, the number of independent representatives will probably jump from one to three.
This decision, however, is in the
hands of the committee and must
be approved by the Council.
It was brought to Council's attention that freshmen's women's
hours had been limited to 9:00
p.m. on Dance Weekend by the
Dean of Students. This conflicts
with last year's change of rules
to allow women in dormitories
until one hour after the start of
a dance. It was pointed out that
the restriction on freshmen was
The council
unconstitutional.
president will speak with Dean
Edwards about this.
The Council refused to take
action on two proposals. The first
was an attempt by Fred Kluge to
curb "hootennany men" by "restricting the use of guitars in the
same way the use of firearms is
restricted." The motion was tabled and finally striken from the
records. The second suggestion
was from Michael Burr. He proposed that the Middle Kenyon
Association be represented on the
Interfraternity Committee. He received no support as the Council
felt that MKA membership on
the Committee would be in conflict with its purpose.
a-dop-
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the nature of their organization, they have little time and
Those happen to
little interest.
be the areas for which architect-

institutional building in feeling.
Somehow all the dorms at Kenyon have acquired in recent years
the same bland and bleak corri
dors, a condition in Gund Hall
which is not noticably relieved
peach-colore- d
by avocado and
doors nor by the partitions which
break halls into short segments.
It is this condition that the very
lovely panelling in both the dormitory lounge and the freshman
lounge dispells completely, and
one wishes it, or some less extravagant equivalent,
could have
been used throughout the building's public spaces.
The design of the individual
room shows that effort has been
made to solve the problem of
different sleeping schedules, but
that gain is made at such expense
to other phases of occupation that
the rooms seem stiff and con"work-slee- p
cubicles"
trived;
might be a better appellation for
them.
One wonders how many
of those dividing
partitions will
be ripped out (by the peculiar
combination of brawn and ingenuity freshmen seem to possess)
before the whole idea is aban
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perience.
TAKE GUND HALL, for instance. While much less brutal
than the remodeled Leonard and
Hanna Halls, and in spite of its
touted "core" design, it is still an
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building design for which,

ure has its greatest concern; the
visual enrichment of human ex-
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Kenyon does have both the potential and the beauty.
Presently a new dormitory is
projected. Will it be another
Gund, Leonard or Hanna, or will
it, within its means, strive to
equal the excitement of Yale's
new Morse and Stiles Colleges?
Nothing will ever change here if
those in this community who have
a concern continue to grumble in
private and never speak out.
Who's with me?

PAGE

STATEMENT FROM SAGA
ON CAFETERIA MERITS

possibilities of offering items not
Robert Stetson, Resident Manager otherwise practical, such as liver
corned-bee- f
hash,
of the Saga Food Service, for a and onions,
turkey croquettes, ham and noodle
statement concerning the implementation of cafeteria service. Mr. au gratin, stuffed peppers, and
other similar items, warrants atStetson responded with the followtempting cafeteria service.
Ed.
ing note.
The Kenyon Collegian asked Mr.

NOVEMBER

COLLEGIAN

THE KENYON

SIX

PLANNING
COMMITTEE
(Cont. from page

1)

ing the prevailing room arrangement in favor of a "suite system"
much the same as that enjoyed by
colleges such as Amherst and
Dartmouth.
Way questioned
the virtual
handover of the new dorm to the
COMMONS SCHEDULE
It is my feeling that cafeteria
senior class. "I am not that crazy
lunch service can be a tremendous Breakfast: Every day
to live with all my classmates,"
asset to the school. With cafeteria
he
said, "and seniors just are not
to
7:15 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
service we will be able to offer
that communal after awhile." InCafeteria-styl- e
greater flexibility of
students
stead, Way suggested that after it
menu than would otherwise be Lunch: Monday through Satur- was filled with honors students
day
possible. We will now be able to
who asked to live in it a sizeable
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
offer ' a choice of two entrees,
portion
of the dorm be given to
Cafeteria-styl- e
three salads, three or four desindependents.
It would make the
Both dining rooms
serts,, and a variety of beverages
life of an independent more bearat the luncheon meal. While stu- Sunday Dinner:
able, while providing enough of
ONE SITTING 12:15 p.m.
dents would have to go through
an inducement to remain indeWaiter service
the line a second time if they
pendent. However, he noted that
Both halls
wished to have each entree, sandsenior independents would, of
wich seconds may be obtained Supper: Monday through Friday course, have preference.
5:15 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
the first time through. In this
After some discussion in which
way, we feel that a student will
(continuous)
Mr. Way staunchly defended the
be able to obtain a satisfying
Waiter service
suite system, Carl Mankowitz read
meal in a shorter time than has
Both dining halls
his defense of an independent
been possible with family lunch- Saturday and Sunday Supper:
dorm. Instead of opening the exeon service.
5:15 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
panded facility to seniors, he suggested that seniors should be
(continuous)
The initial few days will, of
Cafeteria-styl- e
reserved the privilege of
course, present some problems,
housing. Mankowitz
Both dining halls.
but we are sure that these diffiwith Way in keeping the
culties will easily straighten themHe debuilding fraternity-free- .
selves out. If the students co- Discrimination Ban
clared that the construction of a
operate, and maintain themselves
(Cont. from page 1)
luxury dorm would require too
decorously on the line, the service
During the discussion, Burr also much money which the College
should be rapid, smooth, and
questioned the merit of national
efficient.
On Mondays, Wednesdays, and affiliations. Perry Lentz, DKE
Fridays, when the majority of the representative, declared, "nation(Cont. from page 1)
students have 11:00 o'clock clas- al affiliation is determined by the
explosive issue cenmost
The
ses, if everyone piles into Peirce fraternity's experience. DKE feels
around the freshman reptered
strongly
about
its
national
ties.
Hall at 12:01, as has been the
resentation on the Student Councase in the past, there will cer We certainly want to keep ours." cil. The most exciting moment
asked
He
to
Burr
us
"let
make
tainly be delays in service. But
was precipitated by Alan Rothen-burif those students who are able to, our own decisions."
who proposed that the freshALL THE FRATERNITY preswait until 12:15, or 12:30, so that
boycott
men
the polls to force the
there isn't one great rush, the idents claimed there were no exCouncil and other campus
clauses in Student
majority should be able to breeze plicit discriminatory
powers to grant the freshmen a
through the line in three of four their constitutions, although two vote on the Student Council.
of the presidents, Doug Brown of
minutes.
IN AN ELOQUENT and deter-min- d
De Phi and Tom Bond of Sigma
I am anxious to try cafeteria Pi admitted external pressure in
reply, President Scott reasservice. The facility of service, the selection of pledges in the oned that while previous freshy
the flexibility of menu, and the past. (They alleged that in both man apathy had forced the
committee to deny the
cases the pressure was ignored.)
Kellman added that the College's freshmen the vote in Student
FORENSIC GLORY
policy is made clear every year Council meetings, the freshmen
1)
(Cont. from page
to both the fraternity presidents still had opportunity for expression in student affairs, especially
for all qualified students should and the nationals.
allowing
be guaranteed by the Federal
The presidents complained that after the recent decree
chair
Government.), Stu Campbell '66 they could not regulate personal the freshmen a
and Bob Gibbons '67 won five out bigotry on the part of their mem- on the Student Council.
had
of six, including a victory over bers. Burr agreed,
but felt the Once the boycott tremor
Ohio Wesleyan.
statement was nonetheless needed been quelled, the freshmen elected
This excellent showing followed to "cease the current debate." He Hackworth and Aigner on the
a fair performance at Chicago felt the statement could be made first ballot. Hackworth is a pledge
which included victories over for each fraternity as a corporate at Sigma Pi fraternity; Aigner is
an independent.
Minnesota and Bradley, losses to body.
Illinois and Chicago. The im
Though Burr was pleased with
provement was no doubt due to the proposed statement, which
the Kenyon atmosphere surround will appear in the Student HandIFC SELF-STUDing the journey to Charleston.
The Interfraternity Commitbook if approved, after the meettee of Student Council is curVolkuwitz felt that the victory ing Joel Kellman declared, "This
showed a good future for the statement is not necessary; we rently engaged in an evaluaKenyon outfit, but saw finances don't have to prove that Beta Pi
tion of the fraternity system at
blocking the way to real success. doesn't discriminate, because we Kenyon.
An extensive agenda has
"If we can't get the money to don't. But I'll sign it." Don Hebb,
been planned, including disdebate more often we can't de Alpha Delt president concurred,
velop as much as the other teams insisting, "This is not a proclamcussions with faculty, adminiswhich have more matches," he ation, but a statement of fact . . . tration, alumni, and both fraternity members and
said. "The Kenyon debating team It's not necessary." Doug Brown
students.
receives $750 per year as opposed agreed, opining that the stateThey understood this study
to $30,000 for American Univer ment "doesn't say anything." He
sity's 12 man team and $3,000 observed that it doesn't rule out
"neither as a means of
plus transportation for Ohio Wes- - discrimination on a personal basis,
nor as merely an
leyan's team. Transportation is or the possibility of a fraternity
answer to our critics, but rather to determine our strengths
our main expense. If we could member rejecting a prospect beget the use of a college car for cause he fears breaking national and attempt to correct our
our trips, we probably could take ties over the question of the deficiencies." A questionnaire
a cut in actual monetary allot- prospect's acceptance.
was recently distributed among
unaffiliated freshmen as a
ment."
the
The November 18 meeting was
part of this study, which will
Volkuwitz claims that a strong brief, and consisted mostly of furbe presented to the College in
debate team would greatly in- ther discussion of the
January.
crease Kenyon prestige as much
statement.
The abas the College Bowl has done. sence of several members preThe team will participate at vented the formal signing at that
tt
The Fifth Annual Dan
Ball State (Ind.) in January and time.
Dog
Kennel
Club
Show
hopes to go to the Penn meet in
Aside from the statement, the will be Dec. 1, at
the Werthei-me- r
Philadelphia
in late February. only other business was an an9 a.m. to
Field
House
from
Plans for the touring Cambridge nouncement by President KellUniversity team to visit here are man that work on the Mission of 8 p.m. Mrs. Bill Thomas, show
chairman, says entries are alslim, for the Cambridge team is the Good Shepherd has been temparticipating primarily in debates porarily suspended because of ready over 685, 100 more than
last year. The nationally known
in the West.
lack of funds. The fraternities
show will have entries from
expressed their satisfaction with
over half the states and classes
There are currently 8,123 moles their part in the work accomp
in obedience and confirmation.
present in College Township, O. lished this far.
.
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could better use in other areas.
Kenyon should not hope for
something on the order of the
Bowdoin Senior Center, he argued, for Kenyon already provides all that this development
promises: each dorm regularly
invites faculty members for bull
sessions. Senior seminars already
exist. Mankowitz added that "the
expenditure for a luxury dorm
couldn't be justified, since funds
are needed in other more vital
areas." He also contested Way's
honors dorm proposal, stating that
some very social honors students
might resent the isolation imposed
on them. Mankowitz concluded
his argument by requesting a proportion of singles and doubles like
that of Old Kenyon, with sitting
rooms for every 10 people instead
of lounges.
The session adjourned after
member Kluge's assessment of
the problem as strictly one of
money, architecture, and occupancy, and the committee's promise
to poll students on the question.
At the Planning Committee's
meeting of Nov. 18, Joel Kellman,
Fred Kluge, and Perry Lentz presented individual recommendations
on the disposition of the new dorm.
All favored an independent dormitory. Instead of printing excerpts
from each report now, the Collegian will publish in the Dec. 6
issue the complete proceedings of
the Planning Committee's study
on the new dorm.
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M. HANNA FIRST
BLOODLETTING

IN

Tuesday, November 19,
pints of blood were
donated by the Kenyon-Bexle- y
community in the 12th Annual
Red Cross blood drive. One hunpeople registered;
dred ninty-fou- r
24 were rejected of reasons of
health. Of the total 18 were Kenyon faculty and staff. 17 were
Eexley and the remainder were
students. This is 10 fewer pints
than last year, but nevertheless,
an excellent showing. Many organizations and individuals contributed to the success of the
visit. Special thanks are due
Bill Brooks
student
Mrs. H. L.
and Steve Brown.
Warner was the general chairman
of the drive.
On
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Outside the Microcosm
League,
picketed
which
and
by Ashby Denoon
One of Campus Cop Cass's chanted before President Brewduties includes getting women out ster's office. Vying pickets and
peacefully exerof the divisions lounges by a pre- counter-picket- s
scribed time. At Pembroke they cised their constitutional right of
let nature take its course. One assembly. The "We want women
October Friday night a hot water now" chanters contested with
faucet in a second floor kitchen- dissenters who waved "Keep Yale
ette blew off and flooded three Male" placards. Kenyon and Lake
lower level lounges. Please note Erie have now joined hands in
carefully how the big Eastern asking for money, and possibly
y
Comwith a few "Why so leary about
schools do it,
down Middle
Erie?" marches
mittee.
In an effort to induce gifted Path, our Administration would
students to take more courses, reconsider its present discriminDickenson has initiated an audit- atory policy.
ing system whereby the student
may audit up to six hours of
credit a semester. If after six
weeks he finds himself able to
keep up with the extra load, he
(Cont. from page 3)
may then switch his audit to in power, Mr. Ivo's voice has had
credit. This arrangement en- considerable effect in the fields of
courages auditing, while still pro- bank, farm and tax reforms.
tecting the student, should he
He was also asked about the
find the extra work too taxing.
difference between Brazilian and
"The average grade at Stan- United States colleges. Even the
ford is the same as the average best Brazilian private colleges,
twenty years ago, but the level he said, must be supported in part
of academic preparation and com- by the government. Only by this
mitment is much higher," accord- means can they keep their tuition
ing to Professor Dornbuch, ex- low enough to attract a sufficient
ecutive head of Stanford's socio- number of students. For this realogy department. The
son, there is a Department of EdPress quotes him as say- ucation in the Brazilian governing, "An 'A' or 'B' at Stanford ment quite similar in structure to
means the student is floating on our own Department of Agriculthe top of the cream. There is ture.
very little milk in the bottle. If
Using the material he gathers
everyone worked twice as hard on this trip, Mr. Ivo plans to
and learned twice as much, there write several articles and a book,
would be no difference in the which he hopes will be published
typical grade. All that an 'A' or in December, 1964. He left Gam-bie- r
'B' refers to is a competitive poon Saturday; his next stop
sition that is a means of ranking was Chicago, where he planned to
students."
visit Henry Rago, editor of Poetry
How would it feel to be the Magazine.
only male student in Our Lady
of Cincinnati, whose enrollment
is 1,056? Brother Terry Williams,
a foods and nutrition major there,
describes it as " walking a tight
The Sebastian Spering Kresge
rope." He chose the College for
awarded
Foundation
recently
department
economics
home
its
and because "Jesuits and Jesuit Kenyon $25,000 to defray the cost
listudents must eat and I am here of the new Mather Science
brary.
to learn the best techniques for
The Carnegie Corporation gave
preparing their meals." After
graduate school he will return to the Art Department $900 to purhis native Canada to prepare food chase 1500 color slides surveying
the art of the United States.
in a Jesuit college.
e
Now that Harvard and
S. C. Johnson and Son, Inc.
are practically one coedu- makers of Johnson's Wax, precational institution, can Yale be sented the College with 200 color
far behind? A student-sponsore- d
slides from the Johnson Art ColLucinda Foote Committee at Yale lection. These gifts will aid inorganized the March on New struction in the proposed Fine
Haven for Equality in the Ivy Arts course.
Self-Stud-
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for the ideology itself, it
possibly have been a gripping problem two hundred years
ago, but as presented in Brecht,
it is hardly enough to titillate the
critical propensities of the typical
v
"
Kenyon audience, which rightly
or not, probably
has no problem
keeping a Ptolomaic
sensibility
in a Copernican
universe.
With
no dramatic
source of conflict,
the
humanistically revolutionary speeches are sent
off into a dramatic void, as blank
as the trampoline
onto which the
j
magic lantern flashed its inane
doggerel which was set to music
provided by the best of Harcourt I
Parish and a squeaky sound track.
ful blend of Gully Jimson and
The Wednesday
evening proGrowing old in body
Socrates.
duction moved much too slowly.
and voice as the play progressed,
What dramatic conflict there is in
Mr. Worsnopp mastered the ilthe play depends upon the juxtaplusion of time passing, growing
osition of scenes and perhaps on
smaller as he grew older, and yet
the contrast of the scenes with the
the same time growing larger
at
musical
With
interludes.
the in stature. I kept feeling that he
scenes being drawn out to such
was wasting his talent, for at the
length, especially in the first half
end of the play, when the play
of the play, any possible dramatic
had picked up considerably in
effect was lost.
The musical in- pace
and interest, his closing
terludes might be intended as a
had to fight the audience's
words
comic comment upon the action of
residual lethargy, built up from
the play, placed by the author in
almost three hours of boredom.
such a way that the audience
never mistakes the play for reONE FEELS the same sense of
ality. If so, they were unnecesswaste when thinking of the exary to the Drama Club's pro- cellent costumes. All of that work
The
duction. No one was ever in any just to cover hollow men.
real danger of making that mis supporting cast in general was
take.
Where the music was rather weak, illustrating perhaps
particularly unsuccessful was at that the amount of believable
the end of the play where after roles needed for this production
one of the few dramatic scenes. lay outside
Kenyon's ability to
the play ends
with two more fill them. Galileo's assistants
songs, tedious moralizing
which were good, (especially Eli Renn
only further convinced the au- as the Little Monk and James
dience that it had been watching Robinson as Andrea) and Edward
a thesis
and not a drama.
Hallowell as Marsili and Thomas the Pope gave
AT THE ONLY point where as Brown
performances. Too ofcreditable
music became an ostensible part
ten Galileo's tiny pebble of comf the
action, the All Fools Ram-Mmon sense made only a slight tap
it didn't seem to add anytrock of a play
hing at all to the play. This one as it fell on the
played such a cenhe
which
in
scudo opera provided cacophonous counterpoint to the music of tral part.
the spheres
of action of the rest
The Dlav opened in the morn
t the play.
Any interest in what ing and closed in the evening, but
the street singer was singing was
only Virginia was able to look
subservient to the curiosity in- out the window to say that the
volved in wondering how his wife
evening was a bright one.
culd sing without her hair falling into
her mouth.
As
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the weakness of the play
the weakness of the production as a whole, Andrew Wors-nPP- 's
portrayal of Galileo was a
remarkable
The
achievement.
Given

and

;

earth may not
'ts universe,
Was

leo

be the center of
but Mr. Worsnoop
at the center of his. His Galiwas a peculiar and success- -
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"LESS THAN SUCCESFUL"
by Michael
Burr
The Kenyon College Dramatic
Club's presentation of the Charles
Laughton translation of Bertolt
Galileo, directed
by
Brecht's
James Michael, can only be called
less than successful. This may be
mostly attributed to technical
difficulties: the picaresque nature
of the play itself requires a superbly
rapidly paced
handling of the visual and aural
effects. There were lacking in
the performance I attended.
co-ordinat-

-- i

--

--

r

r.

--

ed,

Many of the actors were competent, and a few were superb.
Andrew Worsnopp's Galileo was
no less than inspired, the young
Sarti played by Keith White was
very well handled, Alan Russell's
Fat Prelate was lively and nicely
done. Steve Zinn in the role of
the Old Cardinal gave a particularly poignant portrayal of the
old order's refusal to accept
change, even when irrefutably
documented. The undercurrent of
in Barry
insidious hyprocrisy
Bergh's Cardinal Inquisitor was
excellent in his dialogue with
Virginia Galilei in Scene 6, but
the promised infamy didn't come
across in Scene 11. The Ballad
Singer, John Sprague, was great.
Sprague lent a vivaciousness to
the play that was sorely needed.
Virginia Galilei, played by Patricia Gilchrist, was very competently handled, and Miss Gilchrist,
a newcomer to the Hill Theater,
must be commended in her handling of a difficult role.

SEVEN

Birtwistle
Interview

Michael D. Birtwistle, instructor
in the Drama Department and a
new addition to the Kenyon faculty,
was in charge of production for
the Hill Theater's fall play, Galileo.
Mr. Birtwistle received his B.A.
from Wesley an and his M.F.A.
The play is a good play, diffi- from Tulane. The followina is
a
cult, with communistic-socialisti- c
transcript of an interview between
insinuations common to all of him and feature editor Tom
Carr
Brecht's work, and a carefully concerning Brecht and the vrob- worked examination of the
lems of the Brechtian theater
opposed obligations of
dia-lectical-

play itself has little draThe only conflict
matic interest.
is an ideological
one, one which
does not grow out of the characters' interactions, but which is
upon them.
imposed
Galileo's
only moments of conflict would
appear to have taken place off
;tage when presumably the stage
crew showed him the instruments
of torture.
The

semi-passionat-

,-

Eli Renn, as the Little Monk,
was good, but he did not measure
up to the central significance the
part had. The adult Sarti, James
Robinson, was also good, but he
too didn't fulfill the demands of
the role. Generally, the supporting cast didn't give the principals
the support the play demands.

A

.

xa

she seemed to come from Newark,
rather than Venice, Italy.

Brecht's

.

"r B"IH

Ohio,

Bing

of
combination
Bertolt
heavy hand and the
Kenyon College Dramatic Club's
heavy feet beat out the minutes
of the extremely long and rather
dull evening spent by those who
witnessed the opening night of
Galileo at The Hill Theater.
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BERTOLT BRECIIT'S "GALILEO"
Anthony
by
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ANDREW WORSNOPP MAGNIFICENT
l

T

ly

to truth and to his family.
Man
Q. Could you explain the use
In short, it seems to me to be
an allegory of Man, rather than Brecht makes of projections of
just the story of a man's life. pictures and verses onto screens?
Unfortunately, the Kenyon rendiA. In the normal realistic drama,
tion did not effectively bring out
the
audience is obliged to become
these underlying currents.
involved emotionally in the acThe fragmented, episodic nature tion; Bertholt Brecht wants the
of Brecht's epic drama requires audience to be merely a critic of
a fluid pace to evidence the para- the action of the characters.
He
doxical inherent cohesion un- realized that the dialogue of his
fortunately, the Wednesday even- play would involve the audience
ing performance lacked proper emotionally, and he utilized the
pacing, and tended to drag. There verses and projections to force the
are, certainly, scenes which must spectator away from the character
steep to develop the underlying and to recognizing the reality of
tension and psycho-machia- c the production: that reality being
dramatic
irony, but Mr. Michael's that it is a theater production on
direction seemed to lack the fine- a stage in Gambier, and as onness of touch and interpretation lookers we are not to be participants.
so essential to Brecht.
Some scenes were sublime
Eli Renn was good in his
speech in Scene 7, which
most explicitly delineates the personal and social, as well as the
theological, conflicts arising from
the pursuit of truth. The pause
in the recantation scene (Scene
6)
almost achieved brilliance,
with the mournful Ave Maria
enveloping the anxious fear of
Galileo's disciples. Here Miss
Gilchrist was magnificent.
The performance was inconsistent, however, and often failed to
meet even minimal standards.
John Sprague's great ballad was
drowned by a chaotic busyness
and the Ballad Singer's Wife,
played by Nancy Thomas, was
nice to look at, but was complete
Scene 8 lacked
ly unintelligible.
motivation and conviction, and
Worsnopp's frantic efforts to re- trive it were just not enough. In
Scene 6, too, Worsnopp just didn't
receive the support he deserved.
all-import-

ant

The play is written around
he is really the only
Galileo
character, with the exception of
Virginia, that is given enough
time to fully develop. A neces
sary aspect of his development,
however, is illuminated by the
smaller parts, which are all much
more important than they in
dividually appear; this is a manifestation of Brecht's genius. The
dearth of excellent support prevented the full development of
Galileo's psychomachia, and the
direction
uninspired
generally
failed to express the theme of
social commentary and condemnation.
In Scene 7, Galileo says, "I can
see their divine patience, but
where is their divine fury?" The
performance I saw leads me to
ask the same question.

Andrew Worsnopp's brilliance;
Miriam Lindstrom's
although poorly recorded, music;
excellent
Kochman's
Richard
IS
costuming;
fine
make-u- p
job;
the
The Drama Dept. is in the
OTHER ACTORS weren't as and Brecht's eloquent poetry were
process of choosing players y
good. Edward Hallowell's Mar, just not enough. Given the talent
for Ibsen's "Rosmersholm." y sili was stilted, and Clifford available, tackling the difficult
is
We will carry a cast list in a
Spohr's Sagredo lacked convic- Brecht play could only result in
H
edition.
tion. Mrs. Louise Huggins, as failure. But if it failed, it was a
future
magnificent failure.
Mrs. Sarti, didn't come across
well-directe- d,

Q. Do you feel their purpose
was achieved in Kenyon's production?
A. Not entirely, Andy Andrew
Worsnopp, playing the role of
Galileo is such a strong actor that
he seduced the audience away
from the logic of what he had to
say and to the emotional involvement Brecht sought to avoid.
However, the other devices Brecht
uses to focus attention on logic
rather than emotion made up
for Andy's persuasiveness.
Q. What

devices would these

be?
A. They would be such things
as the abrupt curtailment of emo-

tionally moving dialogue in the
final scene when Virginia curtly
bids adieu to Andrea, or the rapid
shifting of the scene from place
to place, or the music used during
the play. The music itself serves
to break the actions. We don't
e
have any violins to create
mood music, but rather have
the chaotic flute and clarinet beginning and ending abruptly and
constantly stopping any emotional
build-u- p
the action has induced.
Brecht recognized that he could
not avoid emotional involvement,
but knew he could effectively prevent much of it.
love-scen-

particular significance
the props and the set itself

Q. What
do

carry in Brecht's play?

A. We tried to make the costumes and props entirely realistic,
fitting them to the period of acroughly 1600. These two
tion
areas were to contrast starkly
with the set, it being
in the modern mode. The props
and costumes act on the emotional
level, but that level was to be
dominated by the
flat, intellectual level of the set.
All pieces in it were fashioned to
appear as the floor does . . . not
decorated, not noticeable, but
mere platforms. Brecht meant in
this to concentrate interest away
from the set, props, and costumes
and toward Galileo, and also, I
non-realist- ic

20th-centur-

y,

(Cont. on page 12, col. 3)
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Singing Nun, Jazz Medley,

Stalag 17

Vaughan Williams Symphony

by John Cocks
Stalag 17, the film which
brought Billy Wilder back to popular favor after the failure of his
acerbic Ace in the Hole (1951), is
quite nicely calculated to be most
things to most men: the comedy
is broad, without ever lapsing into "bad taste," the drama is respectable, while managing never
to provoke; there is enough kidding of the military order (done
generally through the character
of Sefton) to elicit an understanding chuckle, but enough patriotism, too, and Good American
Spirit so that we realize the film
is asking to be taken seriously.
Slalag 17, for another director
without Wilder's ability, would
be two hours of nicely turned,
very pleasant entertainment; but
because the film marks the point
in Wilder's career in which he
most successfully and insidiously
surrendered his personal philosophy to the demands of the popcorn - eaters and Wednesday
night free dish customers
whom he had formerly lampooned so accurately and so mercilessly, Stalag 17 is a failure, and being such, is of interest.
The Apartment Wilder sketched
the fine boundary separating
comedy and tragedy, and clearly
demonstrated how humor is absorbed and drawn into grief, but
in Stalag 17 his rapid changes of
mood are just clumsy mistakes.
When the drunken Animal, for
his buddy
example,
believes
Shapiro is Betty Grable, Wilder
sets up the situation for comedy
d
by dissolving Shapiro's
form into an outsized Grable
pin-uAnimal staggers wild-eye- d
across the room and asks
Shapiro to dance, whereupon he
begins to nuzzle and caress his
astounded partner. Shapiro convinces Animal that he is not Betty Grable and the crestfallen slob
breaks into tears. The scene turns
sour right in the middle because
Wilder, directing for laughs, has
for some reason allowed Robert
Strauss (Animal) to play it for
pathos; purposes cross and a very
important scene is destroyed.
Wilder's most appalling failures
of style are the "patriotic, poetic"
scenes. He is so used to ridiculing
them (as in A Foreign Affair)
that when he must treat them
seriously he is totally at a loss
and is backed into using the kind
of whipped cream and sprinkled
jingoism that flourished during
All the men join
the
arms at Christmas time to sing
"When Johnnie Comes Marching
Home," and, at film's end, when
Sefton and the lieutenant have
made their escape, some downtrodden but still proud POW
starts, slowly and movingly, as
the scriptwriters might have put
it, to whistle a reprise. It might
just as well have been "The Old
Oaken Bucket," "Carry Me Back
to Old Virginie," or "What a
Friend We Have in Jesus"; the
message is the same, again and
again and again. I don't understand either, why, in a picture
that does strive for some kind of
realism (as opposed to the aura of
a Boy Scout cookout that hangs
over other prison films like The
Great Escape), the men singing
their Christmas carols should
sound like the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. Especially under the
circumstances, the caroling would
have been far more moving, and
eloquent, had the prisoners sung
in their natural voices (the dubbing is very obvious), with all
the mistakes in lyrics, the sour
notes, the embarrassment.
Instead, though, we have a collection of angelic faces with wistful
expressions and saintly determination; everyone but Good King
Wencelaus and Rudolph the
d
Reindeer.
The conception of Sefton is not
a good one, and the characteriza- -

en-grosi-

half-orchestr-

as

ng

Symphony are competently handled by the London Philharmonic
by Sir
conducted
Orchestra,
Boult. The recording
Adrian
quality, as usual with Londan, is
excellent.
An interesting, though not too
satisfying, recording is Just Jazz
Imperial, Mono LP 9246, $5.98),
an anthology of selections from
Erroll Garner, Lester Young, Billie
Holiday, John Coltraine, and Paul
Chambers. The basic problem
with the recording is its eclecticism, combining different performing media and totally contrasting
styles.
The range is from the
of pianist Garner
and the blues of singer Holiday
to the modern "cool" jazz of tenor
saxophonist Young and the controversial progressivism of saxophonist Coltraine and of basist
Chambers.
Any record that has su;:h. a
diverse combination must impressively package an adequate sampling of each musician's work.
This the Imperial recording fails
to do. For $5.98, one would expect considerably more.
semi-boogie-woo-

A

gie

Modest Proposal
Concerning the
New Dormitory
by

Ogd--

N-s- h

n

Instead of writing a logical,

letter about the new
dormitory,

thought I'd make my point in
a little
Some people are for seniors, honI

poem-stor-

y.

ors, or independent:
I have a proposal which is positively transcendent
In the winter Gambier is a mighty
cold place,
With precious little to do, and
nary a female face.
When the temperature drops to
about twenty below
And the Bishop's Backbone is
beabsolutely unnavigable
cause of the preponderance of
ice and the plethora of snow
And even if you were able, there
just isn't anyplace to go.

Kenyon can be unbearable,
I'd suggest

Ritcheson Blasts Orthodoxy

--

pot-bellie-

well-kn- it

so

of limiting heterosexual
contact to an occasional week
end guest,

Pile everyone into the existing
facilities, even six or eight to
a bed,
And build the new dormitory for
women, instead!
While at first this might seem to
be quite radical,
Upon consideration you'll discover it to be pragmatical
After all, if the Administration
insists that we put up with
Saga's twelfth-rat- e
food,
They might at least soften the
blow with some female pulchritude.
If this proposal isn't given serious
consideration by the Planning
Committee,
I can only comment that for
and thirty Kenyon
men their lack of foresight
would be a pity.
I don't want to rehash an argument that is ten years old
and grown hoary and weary,
But we made a big mistake in
not merging with Lake Erie
Now that there's a chance to
rectify the situation,
Let's make Kenyon College a coed institution for higher
six-hundr-

p.

mid-Fortie- s.

Instead

ed
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Records

by Richard Fein
One of the largest selling records in the country in recent
months has been gaining considerable popularity on the Kenyon
campus lately. This popularity
is not unjustified.
"The Singing
Nun" (Philips Connoisseur Collection, Mono PCC 203, Stero 603,
$4.98) is a group of songs in
French composed and sung by a
French nun.
Most distinctive in the songs
is their musical simplicity and
delicateness and their exquisite
lyrics, which usually
express
simple emotions and images, often
related to love of God. Very
significantly, the emotional effect
of these songs is not produced by
the vocal expression of the performer (which means they are
quite unlike Joan Baez's), but
more through the words and the
tunes.
THESE QUALITIES give these
songs a freshness not found in
most American folk music styles.
Furthermore, the selections are
varied enough in mood and presentation to keep the listener's
interest and delight from the beginning to the end of the record.
Although the Nun's alto voice
is not professional, her plainness
and lightness of expression are
perfect for her type of song.
Joining with her in the refrains
of some of the songs is a small
chorus of nuns, who sing delightfully and adequately. The Nun's
own guitar accompaniment
is
very well executed, does not interfere with the song expression,
and is varied enough to keep
from being monotonous.
Finally, a word about the recording quality: there seems to
be slight distortion in the loud
and high passages (which is
noticable in several other recordings of the Philips company). But,
it is not so serious that its consideration should hinder anyone
from buying such a superb song
album.
For serious listeners, an excellent recording, available at the
book shop, is that of Ralph
Vaughan Williams' Symphony No.
8 in D Minor
(1955) and his
Partita fop Double String Orchestra (1948) (London, Mono CM
9189, $4.98). Both works are
among his best, particularly because of their directness of statement. The Symphony No. 8,
though not as emotionally
as some of his other symphonies, seems more consistently
well written throughout than
some of his others. One of its
interesting qualities is that specific instruments are featured in
each of the last three movements;
winds, strings, and percussion
successively.
PROBABLY THE MOST exciting movements are the first,
lebeled "Fantasia" and presenting mixed moods, and the second,
a scherzo. The third movement,
for strings alone, is more in the
Williams
traditional Vaughan
style than the rest of the work,
and the fourth movement ties the
piece together by concluding with
a restatement of the first movement thematic motive and with
a reuse of the harp and bells as
in the first movement.
The Partita is a piece that
would probably be better reproduced in stereo. It is played by
a double string orchestra which
on either
is two
side of the stage, with all the solo
instruments in one half and all
the base violins in the other. But,
the piece's tremendous power and
beauty still are communicated in
the monophonic recording. Generally, the piece is highly rythmic
for Vaughan Williams, and he
handles the strings particularly
well. Both the Partita and the
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Red-Nose-

by Larry Gall
Shattering traditional beliels ana toppling raois, rroiessor

unarles

orthodoxy" in his enlightening
Policy Towards the United States,

R. Ritcheson blasted "American

piquant lecture, "British

and
1783-1793."

d
With obvious relish, Ritcheson lashed out at the
view that the post bellum decade was a period of smoldering
In reality, British
English hostility towards the new republic.
not
it was
policy reflected national interest
Ritcheson outlined the three basic assumptions guiding
this policy during the period.
On the other hand, the U.S. had
ENGLAND FIRST of all con
shipping
a agreed, by Article Four, to repay
American
sidered
threat to its maritime supremacy. all prewar debts to England, and
Accordingly, U. S. vessels were such payments were to commence
excluded from colonial ports af- immediately with the signing of
ter 1783, with the hope that the the peace. But the recalcitrant
English merchant marine would southern states, where the great
grow to fill this vacuum. Thriv- balance of debt lay, neglected this
ing trade in areas formerly dom- provision. Small marginal farminated by American shipping re- ers, who owed most of the money,
veals the striking success of this had the habit of melting into the
plan. Even more important, ex- forest to escape their creditors.
pansion of the merchant marine America, then, not Britain, was
prepared England for the coming clearly the violator.
Professor Ritcheson attributed
wars with Napoleon from which
it was to emerge undisputed many distortions of fact about
n
g
relations to Jeeconomic
master of a
fferson's
frequent exercises in
empire.
Indeed, his diSecondly, Ritcheson observed,
the British assumed that neces- scussion was peppered with incsity would keep the U.S. econom- isive attacks upon that American
h e said,
Jefferson,
ically servile. Once again they demigod.
in balance."
proved correct, for the old pat- lacked something
the conventional
tern of trade with the mother Contradicting
country was hard to break and image, Ritcheson painted a siniBritish credit was readily avail- ster picture of "the Shadow Jefferable. By 1790 England was re- son" a man given to bitterness
ceiving almost half of America's and petty prejudices that poisonexports. To the chagrin of Thom- ed his entire outlook. As proof he
as Jefferson and his ilk, the Brit- related Jefferson's highly unfavish economy remained secure in orable impression of George HI
o f upon their first meeting in Loni ts
domination
continued
don in 1786.
American trade.
Some of the audience, however,
THE LAST assumption, most
humiliating to the proponents of were not quite convinced by his
since
the national epic image, was that case against Jefferson,
the political impotence of the U.S. George III was indeed a brusque,
government made any effective blunt person who was often meretaliatory measures impossible. rcilessly lampooned even by the
Professor Ritcheson stressed the British. A more thorough analyinability of Congress under the sis of Jefferson the man might
Articles of Confederation to force have strengthened Ritcheson's poits wishes upon the states. Thus sition.
A
REAL ANGLO-America- n
the peace treaty of 1783 was pracand a num- community of mutual interests,
tically uninforcible
ber of states lost no time in ignor- the Professor concluded, thrived
ing its most annoying provisions. during the postwar years. British
American historians have al- public opinion was
ways maintained that Britain first Economic bonds became stronger
violated the treaty by failing to than ever. And Britons continsurrender its nine northwestern ued to invest in America, providoutposts located on American soil. ing needed capital for the wesSuch an interpretation ignores tward expansion of the new nathe facts, Ritcheson explained. tion. The proliferation of mutual
According to Article Seven of the interests and the preservation of
agreement, the British were to peace became the aim of both
.
evacuate these forts "with all England and the Federalist part-Obviously, It was Jefferson and his followers
speed."
convenient
such terms were meant to allow who eventually brought this
n
union to ruin.
them a certain margin.
seldom-challenge-

pro-Britis- h,

anti-America-

n.

Anglo-America-

far-flun-

"logic-chopping-

."

pro-Americ-

an.

Anglo-America-

Concert

flew Danish Quartet Excellent
by Richard Fein
The performance of the New
Danish Quartet on Thursday, November 7, was excellent.
The
musicians showed complete control and virtuosity in rendering a
traditional chamber program.
During the performance
the
musicians maintained a formal,
though relaxed, air, without excessive dramatic physical movement. Their bowing was superb,
producing a light, smooth,
sound even in difficult
forte passages. The artists maintained stylistic and interpretive
unity, which undoubtedly resulted
from their eleven year association
as a group. They blended well, kept
individual clarity, brought out the
musical subtleties, and made clear
the instrumental interplay.
un-har-

sh

tion is worse.
Seemingly
a
smooth, amoral precentage player, he turns out, predictably (and,
for Wilder, amazingly), to have a
heart of G. I. gold. To make matters worse, as he slides down the
escape hole to freedom, Sefton
salutes: we know the meaning
well, because as Cagncy and Garfield proved long before, the cy- (Cont. on page 12, col. 4)

CHAMBER MUSIC was never
really meant to be performed in
large halls before large audiences.
The term itself connotes its intention; intimate music performed
for intimate audiences. The expression of chamber music is
delicately subtle and refined, and
the traditional manner in which
the New Danish Quartet presented
their program somewhat limited
their communication with the
relatively large audience present
in Rosse Hall. Given this limitation, however, the concert must
be considered successful.
The first selection

was

Bee-

thoven's Quartet in G Major,
No. 2. Though very much in
the tradition of Mozart and
Op-18-

,

Haydn, it contains certain subtle
innovations, such as the "fadeaway" ending
of the second
movement.
From the very beginning the performers handled
the work very well (in contrast
to Robert Goldsand, who got off
to a poor start, making several
errors in his Beethoven selection).
Particularly commendable was
the clarity and balance in the
(Cont. on page

12,

col. 4)
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Fitzgerald and Eisenhower (AHDISKY EXHIBIT
The Lellers of F. Scott
gerald, edited by Andrew

Scribner's

Charles

of the

Fitz-

Sons,

knows

that

Seott

Fitzgerald was a man beset by
troubles: he owed thousands of
dollars; his wife went insane; he
suffered from tuberculosis
and
heart disease, and he drank much

much.

Forced by monetary
he prostituted his
grist mill of Hollywood, where he died in 1940 at
n
the age of forty-fouThese
facts of Fitzgerald's life
have been raked over the biographical coals so often that one
might think them to be almost
burned out as source material on
Fitzgerald's life. This new and
definite collection of his letters
too

circumstances,
talent in the

r.

their literary temperature
up to a white heat.
Fitzgerald was a witty and (except when it came to money and
sends

a sensible man.
advice to his daughter, seemingly one long admonition, actually saved her from a life of
fruitless indolence.
He believed
the greatest virtue was industry,
the quality of honestly trying to
do something with one's life. Thus
he wrote her:
I don't want
to be upset by idlers inside my
family or out. I want my energies
and my earnings for people who
talk my language."
Regarding
his profession, Maxwell
Perkins
astutely noted that, had Fitzger
ald not become a writer, he would
have made a fine publisher. He
had a critical mind appreciative
of the best in literature, as well
as a gift
for the neat phrase.
self-indulgen-

ce)

His

"...

The Letters are a unique combination of Fitzgerald's sensibili-

ty and wit coupled with his
constant
plague,
worry over
money
and family. They are
valuable because they illuminate
every aspect of his professional
and personal life: his concern for
his daughter's future, his guarded
messages to his neurotic wife, his
respect or dislike for his fellow
writers.
The Letters not only
have value as contributions to our
knowledge of Fitzgerald but also
are intrinsically
worthwhile as
good reading in themeslves. Anyone interested in American literature should read them for their
succinct critical
judgments and
gossipy sidelights on the writers

PREVIEWS
Psychology

Mandate for Change: The White
House Years,
Dwight
D. Eisenhower, Doubleday, $6.95.
It is generally unfair to review
a man rather than the book he
writes. In some cases, however,
when the man's every word and
action seem to reflect the same
unity of mind, critical standards
must be altered.
In the past I had read some
texts of speeches which the former President had written and
thought they were the dullest
pieces of writing that I had read
in all my life. I also had found
fault with Mr. Eisenhower's ability to do nothing at all times and
places. But when Mandate For
Change was published, I put aside
my old gripes and settled down
to read a book which had great
promise. After all, the years 1953
to 1956 were very eventful and
important, and have great potential as a subject for a history. But
Ike, in his own inimitable (thank
God) style, managed
to blunt
half a decade into
prose.
Eisenhower is a real master c.t
saying the same old thing in a
tedious and inflated manner. His
cardinal sin, though, both in real
life and in his writings, is to take
credit for a decision in which he
played no real role. I do not mean
that he is hungry for power, but
that his essential naivete prevents him from seeing just what
is going on. People throw proposals at him from all sides, all
of wrhich are assimilated by Ike,
coming out finally as "It is my
His capital
decision that
crime is a lack of originality. And,
what is even worse, he cannot see
the deficiency. Hence, he has
little to add.
I don't know what Mr. Eisenhower's plans are at the moment,
but if he decides to write another
book (about his second administration), I have my solution all
worked out: I shall go to Korea.
1953-195-

well-know-

by Bill Wissman
'

i

4

The Columbus Museum of Art
fortunate in obtaining the retrospective exhibi
tion of Vasily Kandinsky's paintings. The exhibition, organized
by the Guggenheim Museum in
New York, is indeed excellent.
har, been most

V

A

.

'

Five galleries of paintings were
on exhibit, the first two of which
were devoted to his early impressionist work. This first group of
painting is interesting in that one

6,

Eriqht Air

can see the artist searching out
his future style; however, as representing Kandinsky's power, or
right to be considered a first rate
artist, they leave something to be
desired.

1902

One can see the artist gradually
leaving the natural,
organic
world to concentrate on a world
of form and color. Kandinsky's
early dilettante painting, even
when managed well, is said to
have bothered him. He admitted being greatly impressed by
Claude Monet's "Haystacks" the
painting which first led him to
doubt the necessity of objects.

r

Kandinsky was the first, or
among the first, whose early insight led the way toward abstraction. By 1910 he had written his
historic treatise "Concerning the
Spiritual in Art," the first justification of
art.
Nearly twenty years after Kandinsky's death artists and critics
are divided on a central issue in
contemporary painting; namely,
whether or not the forms themselves, freed from representational association, are fully capable
of conveying content.

if

non-objecti-

fiat-as-a-pan-c-

ake

i

..."

Kenyon
Christian Fellowship
ought to be interested in almost
any question," and second, "the
detective story raises a different
in the
question for thought
fact that right is always triumphant in it."
Professor Baly said he studied
the significance because: "I was
struck by the fact that there was
an enormous popularity" for the
detective novel. "I think some
of
of the normal explanations
such a novel of escape are insufficient."
The detective story has interested Baly because "the novel of
pure detection is essentially an
English phenomenon. In England
it has attracted the attention of
authors well known in other fields
of writing, such as Mssr. Ronald
Knox and G. K. Chesterton, and
developed into a recognizable
form of novel with a high literary

Professor Sam Nord
speak on "The Physical World
Sensory Awareness" at the
Dec. 1 Kenyon Symopsium.
Dr. Nord, who did graduate
work in experimental psychology
at Brown University, will present
some recent discoveries in experimental psychology and will discuss problems relating to sensory
perception.
He will talk about
the difficulties of explaining the
exact function
of the sensory
nerve cells in interpreting and
transmitting
information to the
brain, and how this information
helps to determine behavior.
Departing from the usual mode
of the
symposium, he will use
visual aids in his presentation.
He explained
that he wants to
give an account of the latest
but wishes at the
me time to keep an interested standard."
NOTING TRENDS in detective
sudience.
writing Professor Baly said, "BeProfessor A. Denis Baly will be tween the wars it ceased to be a
'he speaker for the third Kenyon 'whodunit' and became a literary
Christian Fellowship program on style in its own right. English
Sunday, December
1,
at 7:15 detective fiction has had an exo'clock in the Peirce Hall lounge. tremely large number of highly
He chose
the topic: "The Social polished detective writers.
Significance
"The detective novel is giving
of
the Detective
Story" for his lecture.
place to the novel of violence, the
When asked why he chose such Mickey Spillane type, and scia topic
for the KCF, Professor ence fiction.. At the present time
Baly gave
two reasons: first "be- neither the violent nor the scimuse it should be concerned with ence fiction
has attracted the
e whole nature of man,
the polished writers."
will
and

IN COLUMBUS

twenties and thirties.

Andrew Turnbull, an old friend
of Scott Fitzgerald's and the editor of this collection, has made a
good selection of letters, but he
has made an editorial blunder of
leaving in too much about the
author's finances and plans for
trips, accounts which add nothing
to the worth of the letters as a
whole. This serves to drag down
some otherwise fine letters.

Turn-bul- l,

$10.00.

Everyone
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Baker Talks To K. Y. D.
by Floyd Linton
Professor Robert L. Baker of the History Department recently
addressed the Kenyon Young Democrats. In an eloquent though
extemporaneous talk, Mr. Baker presented his reasons for being a
Democrat. "I'm probably more liberal than most Demorats," Mr.
Baker confessed.
Liberals are often accused of being 'Wooly-headebecause they
don't stick to dogma," he went on, "but heaven help us if we did.
I am
Liberals tend to be pragmatists rather than ideologists
personally quite disturbed by theories of Republicans for fear they
and the
will turn back the clock, to give power back to the states
states are not able to handle many of these problems."
In a question and answer periTWO PROBLEMS Mr. Baker
Mr. Baker stated his opposiod,
feels only the federal government
should handle are aid to educa- tion to the curtailing of foreign
tion and Social Security health aid and his argreement with the
insurance. Mr. Baker believes newly approved civil rights bill
that federal aid to education as an effective start. He also exwould realize "the equality of op- pressed his belief that the most
portunity we pride ourselves in." important area for civil rights
of
In supporting medical health in- legislation is in the attainment
surance Mr. Baker said "people full voting rights for the Negro,
can't save enough to afford living rather than the slower and more
over age 65, and most people find subtle area of school integration.
President
Young Democrats'
. Accept,
charity a humiliation.
if you like, the 'welfare state,' but Ed McCampbell said of Baker's
it shall not take political freedom talk, "I couldn't have said it betaway from the people, only regu- ter. I'm in full agreement with
his point of view."
late economic freedom."

ve

Kandinsky argues that form
and color in themselves constitute
the elements of a language adequate to express emotion; that
just as musical sound acts directly on the soul, so do form and
color. A work of art is successful when the emotion or "inner
element" of the painter is conveyed to the observer. It is not
essential to give form and color
an appearance of natural objects.
Form itself is the expression of
inner meaning, intense in the degree that it is presented in harmonic relations of color. The essential element is one of "poise
and systematic arrangement of
parts."
In 1922 Kandinsky became a
faculty member of the Weimar
Bauhaus. During this period he
became interested in structuralism and incorporated the circle,
triangle, and square into his
paintings. Much of the work
shown from this period seems to
exhaust itself in a sort of geometrical exercise.
After the period of Bauhaus
teaching the forms become as
as they are denaturalized; they appear absolutely strange, busy, at times humorous, and pratically hieroglyphic.
de-geometric-

ized

d'

...

.

In the course of his development there is one element which
remains consistently within his
grasp: color. He manifests a sensuous love for colors which he
percieved as autonomous entities.
Mauves, yellows, roses, greens,
and blues have been said to attain
an "extremely subtle luminosity."
He does amazing things with sudden, violent black lines and even
with ornamented, decorative
arches and fans.
Who are the disciples of Kandinsky? They are those artists
who believe that there exists
some spiritual reality that can
only be apprehended and communicated through a visual language, the elements of which are
plastic symbols.
non-figurati-

ve,
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Crush Hiram .

LI rd

2--

by Dick Scheidenhelm
Kenyon's football team got the
big play when it counted, stopped
two Hiram marches late in the
first half, and survived a ridiculous fourth quarter, in which 52
points were scored, to smother the
November 9, beTerriers,
fore a jubilant crowd at McBride
Field.
Hard running by freshman
Charles Williams and effective use
of the quarterback option by senior Mike Wood set up the Lords'
first touchdown, a fifteen-yar- d
scamper through the middle by
senior fullback Bruce Twine early
in the first period. Wood skirted
right end for the conversion and
Kenyon led,
52-3- 0,

8--

0.

FORMER

SEASON
RECORD

6

down and two situation at the
line. Two minutes later
junior tackle J i m Williams
smothered Gelfand on fourth and
one at the 23, and the Lords led
at halftime, 14-nine-yar- d

after the freshman halfback faked
out Ferrara, the defensive safety,
30-ya-

rd

0.

50-ya-

72-ya- rd

rd

nt

8,

one-yar-

on-rushi-

ng

ends and carried for a
first down to Kenyon's
line.
WOOD SCORED on a ten-yar- d
quarterback option early in the
second quarter after a
punt return by sophomore John
Rutter and a penalty had placed
the Lords on Hiram's 20. Kenyon's
defensive line held Hiram scoreless for the rest of the half; sophomore fullback Harvey Gelfand
was stopped cold on a fourth
32-ya-

rd

rd

8.

TWINE'S PLAY broke he ball
game wide open, and, after Gelfand scored for the Terriers,
freshman Doug Morse took off on
run and the
a beautiful
Lords led 6 with less than four
minutes remaining in the game.
Klug's block sprung Morse and,
57-ya-

Knox Beverage

Company
D.

GARVERICK,

CERT. PROFESSIONAL
31

E. GAMBIER

Ken Knl

4

4

O

3

15

26

49 47
283 182
51
40
232 142
16
30
4 12
2

0
65

11

339 342

C. P. P.
PHGTOGRAPHER

STREET

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO

7
33
3
62
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6
32
1

17
8

55 142
7
7
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ZINK'S FRUIT MKT.

309 South Main St.

First Downs Rushing
First Downs Passing
First Downs Penalties
Total First Downs
Number of Rnshcs
Yards Gained Rushing
Yards Lost Rushing
Net Yards Rushing
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
Passes Had Intercepted
Yards Gained Passing
Total Number of Plays
Total Offense
Number Punts
Punting Average
Punts Returned
Y'ards Punts Returned
Number Kickoff Returns
Yards Kickoff Returns
Number Penalties
Yards Penalized
Number of Fumbles
Fumbles Lost

9

14

12
2

S
O

19
51
44
232 397
23

12
91
141 385
41
15
5
14
2
4
294 139

92 59
435 524
5

2

21.6 38.5
1

1

9

2
3
75

9
102
3
21
2
1

THE HUT

FANCY FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

Good Cheese Too!

v

lA

Twine knifes through defense.

. . .

But Clobbered

9
77
3
2

COME

SEE

JO-J-

109 W. Ohio Ave.

Beginning with the next issue of the Kenyon Collegian, a
new feature, the Coaches' Corner, will appear regularly on
the sports page. Anyone interested in quizzing the athletic
staff is invited to submit questions to the Collegian Sports
Editor. These questions will he
forwarded to the appropriate
coach, and his answer will appear in a later edition of the
paper.
When asked how he liked Kenyon, Mr. Hess of course answered
in the affirmative and went on to
say that he was especially pleased
to be the assistant swimming
coach. Because he has never
coached swimming as a competitive sport, he is glad of the opportunity to learn from such an
excellent coach as Dean Edwards.
He also stated that while he has
had considerable experience in
football, he is most competent in
coaching lacrosse. He believes he
is able to teach the game to anyone, so even if you've never
played before, you can come
down and learn.
Because this is his first year at
Gambier, Coach Hess is not too
sure of what material he will find
and how he will use it. Due to
the limited number of lacrosse
players at Kenyon, he will not
try to mold a team to fit a certain
style of play, but will try to coordinate a system which will exploit the personal skills of the
material he has to draw from
Above all else though, will be
Coach Hess' desire to eliminate
his only criticism of Kenyon: "I
don't like a losing team."

of the Chaplain's

Copies

by Dick Scheidenhelm
Kalamazoo scored the first time
it got the ball, staved off two
Kenyon scoring opportunities in
the first quarter, and proceeded
beto slaughter the Lords,
fore a sparse, noisy gathering of
spectators at McBride Field, November 16.
71-2- 0,

EXCEPT FOR a sparkling
run by quarterback Mike
Wood on Kenyon's first play from
scrimmage, two Wood to Rutter
scoring passes, a good catch by
Rutter on Kalamazoo's five-yar- d
line which set up a scoring effort
by freshman Charles Williams in
the fourth quarter, the game
was particularly disappointing to
Kenyon fans. The opposition
was clearly out of Kenyon's
league. The Lords played most
of the game without the services
o f
powerful
fullback
Bruce
Twine, who was injured early in
the first quarter.

SEX AND THE SINGLE
STUDENT can be obtained
from his office and Bookstore.

25c per set

KNOX COUNTY

Fjgf
AUTOMOBILE

x

First-Kno-

0 BELONG

National Bank

CLUB

Established

1847

Complete

MOUNT VERNON

Travel

FREDERICKTOWN

rd

Service

Phone

CENTERBURG
DANVILLE

392-482- 1

LICKING

CAMPUS LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

SANITONE

CLEANING

Located

IS

MORE

DRY CLEANING

THAN

Next to Jim's Barbershop

Operated by Jim Mauro and John Jenkins
THE

ONLY

COLLEGE-LICENSE-

LAUNDRY

D

Hours:

Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
Thursday 12:30 - 3:30
Sunday Night
Pickup in Dorms
1-

For five seniors, this was the
last game Jeff Way, the sixth
senior on the squad, was in Columbus taking graduate school
boards. All six
tight end Hubie Hicks, middle guard Terry
Murbach, Twine, Wood, Way, and
co - captain
linebacker
Barry
will, needless so say, be
Jentz
sorely missed.

BUFFET 6:30

-

-3

9:00 P.M.

Saturday Night
Reservations Requested

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
393-682-

And NEW Cocktail Lounge

6

PIZZA
DELIVERED
SUN.

-

10 East
392-896-

BROTHERS

Mount Vernon, Ohio

STUDENTS AND THEIR DATES ARE

Ohio Ave.

CORDIALLY INVITED TO DINE AT

6

PHOTO SUPPLIES
REFINISHING
Phone

10

THURS.

Special Saturday
Prime Rib of Beef with Fettuccine

Gourmet Room for Parties
25 to 150

5--

THE ALCOVE

PIZZA VILLA

Complete Line of Italian
and American Foods

BY MAZZA

--

O

MAZZA'S RESTAURANT INC.

OPERATED

Kenyon's new lacrosse coach,
Bill Hess, comes to the Home of
the Lords with experience and
with excellence in many sports.
He has already demonstrated his
veisatility by coaching the football backfield, teaching tennis,
swimming, and physical fitness to
the freshmen, and assisting Coach
with the swimming
Edwards
team. He will come into his own,
however, this spring, when he
takes over as head coach of lacrosse.
Coach Hess attended high
school in Manhasset, New York.
From there he went to Penn State
where he lettered in varsity football and lacrosse. He was captain of the lacrosse team one year,
and
All American three years,
w;is the leading scorer in the
country one season. After graduation he remained on at Penn
State for two years as freshman
lacrosse coach. He then went to
Johns Hopkins to act as football
backfield coach, assistant lacrosse
coach, and freshman basketball
coach. After only a year there he
returned to Penn State to become
head coach of lacrosse and assistant freshman football coach before coming to Kenyon this fall.
During the summer, Hess is assistant athletic director at Camp
Annapolis,
Forest,
Sherwood
Maryland.

PIZZA

BEER

214 West High St.
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N

lecture

By Kalamazoo

35-ya-

Statistics from Kenyon
Football Games

107 200
6

rd

36-1-

Ken Hir
13
11

393-185-

tf .y

five-yar-

The Lords got their first big
break late in the first quarter
when Twine, back to punt on his
own 11, was rushed and forced to
run. Twine sidestepped the
35-ya-

After Twine punted 58 yards
d
line, he into Hiram's
tercepted a pass on the 30, and,
reversing his field three times,
ran into the end zone. Klug
caught another Wood pass to
make it 30--

6- -

&

ALL-AMERICA-

by Bill Seymour

line.
he raced to Hiram's
He appeared to be hemmed in
there by four Hiram tacklers, but
he cut sharply to the right at the
last possible moment, left four
The Terriers began to bark
in a heap, and ran unearly in the third quarter when Terriers
into the end zone.
touched
quarterback John Ferrara tossed
touchdown pass on
a five-yar- d
Kenyon's last two touchdowns
fourth down to sophomore Phil were scored by Rutter after an
Brooks. Gelfand set up the op- interception and by junior Bill
pass play
dash to Sweeney on a
portunity with a
Kenyon's 23. Ferrara tossed to from Wood. The game had virjunior end Fred Thompson for the tually everything. Kenyon's detwo-poiconversion, and Kenyon fense dominated the first half and
with 11:18 left in the held the Terriers to a total offense
led, 14-third quarter.
of zero in the first quarter.
Senior Hubie Hicks downed a
towering kick by Twine on Hird
line late in the
am's
quarter. The Terriers were forced
to punt, and two plays later,
Twine swept right end for 25
yards to score. Wood connected
with junior Ken Klug for the two
points, and the Lords led 22-- 8 at
the beginning of the fourth quarter.

Woody set to hand off.

22,

NEW LACROSSE MENTOR
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Hoping yours will be an enjoyable weekend.
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HARRISON PREPARES '63
CAGERS FOR CAMPAIGN
by Louis Berney

should add a lot of depth to the
team.
COACH HARRISON has already been faced with several
handicaps. Lynn, Klug, and Morse
have just started to practice during the past week due to their
participation on the Lord's football team. Several injuries have
also hampered practice sessions.
Schmid has a broken toe and only
1962.
time will tell how long it will be
This year's team will consist before he can go at full speed.
mainly of the same players which Farney's back has been
bothering
Only him, and Lynn is hobbled by a
made up last year's squad.
last
seniors to graduate from
vear's quintet were Billy Kuehl,
Tommy Collins, and Bob Chenen.
Leading the list of returning
Randy
are
Livingston and Dave Schmid.
These two stalwarts and guard Al
by Jay Levenson
Pettibone are the only seniors on
This year, students participatOthers
Coach Harrison's roster.
one
coming back from the 1962 var-si:- v ing in Kenyon's mandatory
are juniors Ken Klug, John year physical education program
Crawley,
and are benefitting from an almost
Lvnn, and Paul
six totally overhauled course. InitAll
Farney.
Brian
yphomore
y
a facet of Kenyon's
returnees counted on to see a lot iated as
program, the course offers
ci action this season.
There are four freshmen fighti- such innovations as the quarter
system, unlimited cuts, exempng for berths on the team. They
tions and skill tests.
Harley
;:e Doug Morse and Gene
at guard,
Bob Getz at forward,
Each student is required to
;r.d Woody Wowczuk at center,
choose four of the eight sports
"orse and Wowczuk have looked offered during the year, one for
esDecially
good to date, and each quarter. Each quarter is regarded as being a separate course;
thus a student would be required
Coach Art Lave announced
to repeat only those quarters
the election of Paul Zuydhoek
which he failed. To provide baland Ken Klug as
ance to the program, an outdoor
of Kenyon's '64 football team
banquet last and an indoor sport, plus physical
at the football
fitness, must be elected. In ornight. Senior linebacker Barry
der for the students to derive
Jentz was named most valuable
from the
benefits
maximum
ulaver for the '63 season.
course, the physical education department is placing emphasis on
"carry-over- "
sports as golf,
such
ROOMS AVAILABLE
tennis and handball.

anyone doesn't think winter
he only needs
is fast approaching,
Field-hous- e
to go down to Wertheimer
one afternoon and watch
basketball coach Bob Harrison
prepare his squad for the season's
ooener a week from tomorrow.
team has been practicing
Xhe
in
cince the first of November
record of
tfder to better its
If

5--

14

let-term-

co-capta- ins

en

LORDS' CORNER

leg injury sustained in football.
by Jay Levenson
The Lords will again be hur t by
their lack of height. Center
Kenyon's football squad, although hampered by a poor
Livingston is only 6' 4" while
Wowczuk stands 6' 5". However, turnout of players, finished the 1963 season last week with a
with Coach Harrison styling his 6 record. During the course of the season, and especially
offense to suit his personnel, the towards the end, the Lavemen showed considerable improveLords should be in for an intercopping two of their last three contests. The high
esting season. Although the past ment
at least from Kenyon's point of view
few seasons have produced many point of the season
an exciting game, student support was the 52 to 30 pasting of a highly rated Hiram squad. The
is not as strong as it should be. contest revealed the potentials of the team, although it came
An increase in home attendance rather
late in the season.
this year could have a beneficial
effect on the season's outcome.
This year football was hurt by a very poor turnout for
2--

For

Weekend Guests

CAMP KOKOSING
Chuck Imel

427-279-

1

S.70 a gal. (your
S.80 a gallon (our
S 1.00 a peck
APPLES

CIDER

jug)
jug)

SKIP INAUGURATES
NEW GYM PROGRAM

to five, with a five necessary for
an exemption. The skill tests are
also given at the end of each
quarter in order to determine improvement during that period, the
passing or failing of a student being dependent
upon improvement, not absolute skill. Exemptions are also given to students
participating in varsity athletics.
The athletes are allowed up to
two exemptions, and must elect
an outdoor and indoor sport for
the remaining quarters.
New as the program is, several
changes have already been made.
Due to the fact that unlimited
cuts are allowed, attendance has
been poor. According to Athletic-DirectorSkip Falkenstine: "Attendance has been very, very irregular during the first quarter.
atWe have had only about 50
has been
tendance, and this 50
As a result,
the same people."
attendance will be required for
the course in physical fitness. Mr
Falkenstine also indicated that
the poor attendance will tend to
make the instructors more de
Skill tests are administered at manding in the final skill tests.
the beginning of each quarter.
Aside from the excessive cut
They are graded on a scale of one ting, the department seems to be
generally please with the new
program.
Scale - Flying - Plastic
COIN

STAMP AND
SUPPLIES

S3.50 a bushel

Walker's Apples
on road to

Mount Vernon

John's Hobby
Center

Party Supplies
Soaps and Bleaches

23 West Vine St.

Williams

KOKOSING
MARKET

Floiver Shop
114

8:00 to 6:00 DAILY

392-208-

South Main Street
392-207-

6

6

Close Wednesday Noon

l

For Economy

Convenience

&

CAMPUS CLEANERS

BASEMENT

OF VILLAGE INN
10-- 5

Monday-Frida- y

Saturday
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For Quality

Roblee

Dry Cleaning
and Shirt Service
It's B

Edgerton

AIR'S

h

P. F.'s including
JACK PURCELL MODEL
SHOE CARE NEEDS

MAGER'S
Quality Footwear
Main Street, Mount Vernon, O.

Next Week:

LES

com--

Offers you the opportunity
to buy an Economy Book for
$9.00, which entitles you to
$11.00 worth of dry cleaning
and laundry.
Shirts 5 for $1.00 (finished)
Trousers low as 35c (finished)

BEST FRESH FRUIT

December
December

The Collegian invites
ment on all reviews.

STUNT AND
SPORT ENGINES

Soft Drinks

Nunn-Bus-

,

AIRPLANES

MODEL

5
7

3

West High (just off Square)

ANTON'S LOUNGE
Pizza made to order

Italian Spaghetti
CARRY OUT

393-397- 6

the team, twenty-eigplayers showing up at the season's
start. Perhaps if there had been a little more enthusiasm
on the part of the student body, the season would have been
more successful. At any rate, we think that the season can
be termed a success, because, while the Kenyon squad was
considered to be the under-do- g
in every game, we did manage
to win two.
There were several outstanding individuals on this year's
team. Quarterback Mike Wood was named to the second
o
team of the
football squad, while end Ken Klug
and fullback Bruce Twine received honorable mentions. Wood
added to his career record for total pass completions and
total offense. And, although the statistics have not yet been
compiled for this year, it is probable that he also set new
records for the season in these departments. Twine probably
set new records for the longest punt and most punt yardage
this year. Seniors Barry Jentz and Terry Murbach also
turned in excellent performances.
ht

Self-Stud-

co-capta- ins

ELEVEN

GELSANLITER'S
OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

RCA VICTOR

All-Ohi-

Next year's season should prove more successful than this
one, although a great deal depends on the turnout. Coach
Art Lave has several promising freshmen on the squad, including Bill Brown, Bob Sledd, Charles Williams and Doug
Morse.
Congratulations are to be given to two members of this
year's soccer squad: Captain Dave Kearney was recently
o
goalie, first team, and fullback Joel Kellman
voted
was elected to a position on the second team. Kellman was
elected most valuable player at the team banquet Nov. 11,
also. Exemplifying what can be accomplished by hard work
and native ability, both men had never played soccer before
coming to Kenyon four years ago. Congratulations are also
in order for Bill Lerchen and Bob Dovitz, newly elected captains for the 1964 season.
In spite of a losing season, the soccer squad put on an
excellent display of skill. Twice, they barely missed upsetting much more powerful teams. Eventually downed by
Ohio Wesleyan, which is now participating in the 1963 small
college tournament, the tenacious Lords held them to one
goal until the fourth quarter. In a second tight contest, a
powerful Denison combine edged out the Lords by a 0
margin. Denison will represent the Ohio Conference in the
All-Ohi-

1--

NCAA soccer championships.
According to coach Bob Harrison, the outlook for next
season is even brighter. Although hurt by the loss of seniors
Bill Brooks, Ken Korfman, and Bark Roemer, the whole
line is returning with the exception of Jeff Boynton. Coach
Harrison is also looking for help from freshmen Craig
Jackson, Jerry Miller and Bill Perry.
CINAMMON ROLLS
PINEAPPLE TART
GLAZED DONUTS
APPLE FILLED
JELLY FILLED
CAKE ICED
CAKE STICK
CAKE SUGAR

THE DONUT HOLE

Radios
Record Players

ON THE SQUARE

The People's Bank
Member of Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.
Gambier, Ohio

FOOD

BEER

CANDY

DOROTHY'S LUNCH
IN GAMBIER

222 South Main St.

SHANE

at 8:30 and
(after Basketball game) at 9:45

WHEN YOU AND YOUR DATE ARE IN
MOUNT VERNON, SNACK OR DINE AT .

HOLIDAY RESTAURANT
109

LIASONS DANGEREUSES
All Shows: Rosse Hall
Time 8:30

. .

Open

7 Days a

South Main Street
Week

7 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Shirts by Gant
Sport Coats by Cricketeer
Jackets by Lakeland
Bass Weejuns
Clark Desert Boot
Sport Belts
Top-Side-

rs

Sweaters

Lemasters
Main St., Mount Vernon, Ohio
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himself
Q. How did Brecht
view his theater?
A. Brecht called his theater
it's main purpose is
"didactic"
to instruct, to teach. He felt it
by Ron Javorcky
was more akin to the lecture hall
Wednesday morning, November 20, Professor Raymond English than to escapist drama such as
of the Political Science department delivered a lecture entitled "The Tennessee
Williams. I prefer
Lips and the Gluteus: The anatomy of Democratic Britain" at a Brecht's epic theater.
recollege assembly. Beginning with an entertaining and ironic
futation of Hugh Brogan's criticism of him in the recent Yale Review,
Q. What advantages do you feel
Professor English immediately suppressed my (and many other the epic theater, the theater of the
student') desire to catch an hour's sleep. Indeed, his talk was mind rather than of emotion and
ample compensation for past lethargic failures in Rosse Hall. Said physical action, has?
Professor Denham Sutcliffe: "He Mr. English always performs at
write for specithat level . . . I've been hearing him now for fifteen years and I fic A. Playwrights
feel they have
they
reasons:
always look forward to it."
is simply
say.
Brecht
to
something
say.
a
great
to
deal
has
entertaining;
he
English
Mr.
is
only
Not
speakof
way
his
in
more
blunt
post-waappropriate
is
r
British irresponsibility
His condemnation of
want the audience to
and overdue and fell on receptive American ears. However, I ing. Others
message, but Brecht
believe he misplaced the real blame for Britian's current degenera- infer their
any chances on the
tion. Referring to Britian's present complacence he said: "It is the doesn't take
anything.
missing
audience's
welfare-service
of
spirit
service."
state
the
without
of
the
mother
The welfare state itself is not at fault, for a similar failure occurred
As an art form, I feel the
in America in the 1920's under a grossly conservative government. theater should be concerned with
social realities and problems.
British irresponsibility resulted
MR. ENGLISH, then, prepared There is no set or correct method
disa
from the innervation of
refreshingly of discussing these problems bea
and delivered
astrous war, the loss of an Empire lively
and intelligent lecture that fore an audience; rather, the auin
a
Commonwealth
of
gain
and
helped make the college's assemapproach it his
name only (as Mr. English wisely bly program inviting and worth- thor should
however
method of expression
noted), and the reaction against
of he feels is best: Osborne, Beckett,
recognition
his
In
while.
postthe moralistic nature of the
Laborite Wilson's abilities (as well and Brecht all seek the same end,
war Laborite government. Indeed,
as those of the Conservative but their modes differ and herein
present
lack
considering Britain's
Douglass-Home- )
and his basic lies the excitement of the theater.
of purpose, which Mr. English
in democracy and the com- A preference between the posastutely revealed, England needs faith
is a
mon sense of the people he shows
the type of planning that the that he is a perceptive critic sible roads to expression
personal one for the artist. In
Laborites offer.
rather than a mere devotee to a directing a play, you must make
dogmatic "ism."
Engit entertaining enough to make
of
Professor
THE TOPIC
They
interested.
lish's talk, "Lips and Gluteus,"
His criticism, as he noted, arises the audience
concerns the most telling and im- from a concern for, not a resent- needn't agree, but the play should
imaginations so
portant weakness of present-da- y
ment of, Great Britain. His talk stimulate their
democracies. "It modern Britian, belies Hugh Brogan's thesis that, they think after leaving the
and, for that matter, modem in Mr. English's words, the Pro- theater.
America," said Mr. English, "will fessor is "a man without a
In this particular play, Brecht
call for a leader prepared to apply country and a disgruntled Col- is
no way concerned with the
in
the toes rather than the lips to onel Blimp." Were all, or most Aristotelian unities of time, space,
the posteriors of democracy." all, of the college lectures as and action. The unifying force
After he made this statement and brilliant as Mr. English's, no one
of the play is the character of
as the laughter died away, Mr. could complain of their being
Galileo; it is like the picaresque
English declared that pandering, compulsory.
novel,
in that we are concerned
democratic demagogues threaten
with the reactions of a character
the success of modern democracy
to various situations.
because they allow dangerous
BIRTWISTLE . . .
trends in the populace to go unQ. Would you place Galileo in
checked. Political pandering, Pro(Cont. from page 7)
category of a Titanic figure
the
fessor English noted, caused the
might use?
collapse of British foreign policy think, sought to show that his such as Goethe
A. Structurally, this play is
between 1934 and 1939 and just problem, that of the scientist who
might lead to a similar collapse loses control of his greatest dis- similar to the Titanic structure
he used in a play such as Egmonl.
in Britain today. No parochial, coveries, is valid today.
The Germans continually have
isolated attack, his speech should
been peculiarly innot go unheeded in America. A
Q. Would you elaborate on how continually
man whom I otherwise admire, the set points to an intellectual terested in the problem of the
individual in his relationship with
President Kennedy, too afraid of level.
society. Brecht is one in a tradihis slim victory in 1960, might
A. It is intellectual in that we
listen to Mr. English and speak see the set only as a part of the tion of Germans dealing with this;
boldly
those before him include such as
more
and
often stage:
out more
It constantly reminds us Buchner and Kaiser.
to the American people in support
that we are in the theater and only
of the legislative program he es- watching something.
Brecht felt
Q. In general, how successful
pouses.
the sparseness of the set and the
do you feel Kenyon's production
auchanged
is
in
fact
that
it
the
INTEGRAL TO BRITAIN'S irwas?
responsibility is the lack of values dience's sight would force the auA. The acting was exceptionally
to
recognize
detachdience
its
The British
in its government.
tax laws, Mr. English asserted, ment from the action and force good in most instances, though
sloppy in some. I was more than
prove the misplaced emphasis in it to sit back and think.
a little disturbed at the lack of
Britain. While income taxes, esprecision in some of the producQ.
problems
you
What
do
feel
pecially for the middle income
but perhaps
groups, burden the English bread- are posed by such a large cast and tion departments,
that is my fault for not riding
winner, legalized gambling win- only one major role?
Jeff Fisher
A. Galileo's role is huge and them hard enough.
nings go untaxed, encouraging
gaming and stifling initiative. difficult for anyone. But his role did an excellent job of
though more comprehensive is
One need only consider the
scandel to discover really not more difficult than a
Q. Would you care to comment
how apallingly deep these false role such as that of King Lear.
your production
on
the winter
values have penetrated British Both Galileo and Lear hold up
the show; and two major problems play?
government.
appear for both of them: they
A. I am directing
the Hill
In foreign affairs the English must not overpower the rest of Theater production
of Ibsen's
have failed as seriously as in do- the cast, and yet they must be Rosmersholm. It is written in a
mestic affairs. Borrowing from strong enough to inspire the rest strict Fourth Wall convention, and
an unlikely statement made by of the cast. As for the secondary the audience is expected to beJohn Quincy Adams around 1812, roles themselves, it is difficult for come highly involved. But the
Britain has been content "to go an actor to create a character actors are not forced to acknowlalong like a cockboat in the wake when he only has five line to edge the presence of the audience
of the American
In speak; hence, many of the minor as they had to in Galileo. Rosthe late '40's and early '50's Britain characters were weak. The weak- mersholm is a much subtler play,
missed its chance to reoccupy an ness apparent in the role of replete with symbolism and inimportant world position. The Sagredo does not arise from an dividually stunning words. Each
result is that now England is actor's interpretation of it but character exists on many levels
very conspicuously second-ratarises from a flaw in Brecht's of thought
a character may say
and, as long as le grand Charles structive. He only appears early, one thing, think he means anothremains the head of the French with Federzoni appearing later. er, and really mean a third.
This
state, England will never enter A lack of continuity results, that play is on the level
of Hedda
the Common Market, in which it would have been prevented had Gabler and The Wild Duck
and
belongs. Britain's irresponsibility either of these characters ap- seems to me written for
on the world scene and its dis- peared throughout. As it is, this reasons, though vastly the same
different
grace in the world's eyes is prob- lack of continuity in the second- in style, that
Arthur Miller's plays
ably what most influenced Pro- ary roles is a major fault of the were.
fessor English to attack his native play: only Virginia and Ludivico
country.
appear throughout.
Q. Thank-you- ,
Mr. Birtwistle.

MODERN BRITISH DEMOCRACY
ANALYZED BY PROF. ENGLISH

stage-managin-

Keel-er-Profu-

man-of-war- ."

e,

mo

g.

22,
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chamber

works, its somewhat lengthy
nature and its heavy
tonal quality contrasted markedly
with the cyclic thematic nature
and delicate tonal quality of the
Debussy piece. This may explain
why the selection was somewhat
disappointing. Also, the performers seemed to play the piece with
less vitality and feeling than in
their earlier selections. Certainly,
the train blasts during a soft
passage near the end of the fourth
movement, which caused the performers to smile slightly, did not
help the performance (Goldsand
had to contend with the Chapel
bells). But the musicians handled
the second and third movements
quite well, particularly the magnificent first violin-'cell- o
duet in
the second movement.
de-velopm-

ent

(Cont. from page

8)

'cello parts, which so often tend
to be slurred and either over or
under emphasized.
UNQUESTIONABLY, THE finest and most difficult work on the
program was Debussy's Quartet,
Op. 10 (1893).
It is one of the
best of his pieces, and, indeed,,
one of the finest examples of
string quartet literature. The Debussy Quartet broadly utilizes
the full potential of the personalities and flexibilities of the instruments, and clearly expresses the
finest aspects of the string quartet
faithmode. The performance
fully brought out Debussy's
-romantic
attachments to
theme and harmony and his more
modern qualities of dissonance
and strong rhythm. The performers' light touch made their interpretation of the pizzicato second
movement a highlight of the
evening.
The final work on the program
was Brahm's Quartet in A Minor,
Op. 51, No. 2. Probably not one
classical-

Cocks

The encore was far more suThe artists exquisitely
performed
the Menuetto from
Mozart's superb Quartet in
Major, K. 458. There could not
have been a better ending for
such a fine concert.
ccessful.

B-Fl-

(Cont. from page
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nic is always the softest. Superficially written (why so though?
what about OCS and the lieutenant?), Sefton's character isn't particularly well acted either. William Holden is the most affable
of performers, but he's got to do
more to be ruthless and calculating than strike kitchen matches
on Neville Brand's brass buttons.
I should guess that Holden didn't
really understand Sefton and that
Wilder was too indifferent to help
him. Wilder has put Holden to
good use before, most notably as
Hollywood hack Joe
the beat-u- p
Gillis in Sunset Boulevard, and
Holden has responded with charm
and sympathy, but in Slalag 17
he seems baffled, and Wilder just
bored.
There are a few distinctive
touches to remind you that the
director is Billy Wilder, not John
Sturges or Samuel Fuller.
The
Stalag commandant, portrayed by
Otto Preminger, whose acting is
as overblown as his directing, has
a few nice pieces of business
having a subordinate help him
put on his boots just before he
telephones his superiors in Berlin, or that of almost amused astonishment when he discovers the
slaughtered quisling. Wilder directs Preminger in the old von
Stroheim tradition of Five Graves
to Cairo and Sunset Boulevard,
but Otto looks just a little silly.
The supporting characters, in the
best Wilder tradition, are all
sharply drawn: the amputee who
carries a smoke bomb in his empty trouser leg; Schulz, the German barricks chief, who was a
wrestler in Milwaukee before the
d
war; the
law student who plays crazily on his
sweet patato all day.
But these are not enough, Stalag 17, is finally just another good
piece of Hollywood entertainment
and this is not at all what we
should expect from Billy Wilder.
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ATLANTIC?
"Berlin: The Broken City": A Special
Supplement. A border guard
lieutenant, an East German textbook
distinguished
Berlin novelist
editor,
Gunter Grass and 7 other informed
observers report on: The Political
Cabarets, The Young Germans. Vhy
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the Guards Defect. Writers in Berlin,
Berlin's Economic Future, and other
subjects. Plus a photographic report
on the rebuilding of Berlin.

ALSO
"The Supreme Court and Its Critics":
Judge Irving R. Kaufman discusses
the extent to which the Supreme Court
appears to have taken on an educative
function and how such change can
be justified.
Stories and Poems by: Dudley Fitts,
N. J. Bemll, Ted Hughes,
Peter Davison, Muriel
Rukeyser, Sallie
Bingham, Jesse Hill
Ford, Jeannette
Nichols and others.
The pursuit of excellence is the everyday
job of The Atlantic's
editors be it in fiction or fact, poetry
or prose.
In
numbers,
those in pursuit of
academic excellence
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ever-increasin-
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g
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find in The Atlantic
challenging, entertaining and enlighta

ening

companion.
Get your copy today.

ON
SALE
NOW

Would

You and Your Date
Enjoy Early Christmas

Shopping?
Cook Books for Mom
All About Fishing for Dad

Horse Books for Sis
Dog Books for Brother
FOR THOSE WHO

HAVE

EVERYTHING

Alva Museum Replicas (up to $7.50)
Beautifully Illustrated Art Garden, and
Travel Books
Best Sellers
Prints
Classical and Popular

Records

Christmas Cards .... Gift Wrapping

Kenyon
College Bookstore

Flowers by

WALKERS
392-891- 1

On road to Mount Vernon

That Means Christmas

ORLEY'S

Is Coming

Main Street, Mount Vernon, Ohio
Has A Fine Selection of:

WARM WINTER JACKETS, GLOVES, MUFFLERS,
"RUSSIAN" HATS, AND MANY OTHER ITEMS
FOR YOURSELF AND THOSE ON YOUR SHOPPING LIST.

Free

